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FEASIBILITY STUDY OF STORAGE CONCEPTS
FOR SCOUT AND OTHER NASA SOLID PROPELLANT
LAUNCH VEHIC LF__
1.0 SUhlhKAR Y
A systematic study has been performed to determine the feasibility of
storing Scout and other NASA solid propellant launch vehicles in an assembled
and flightworthy configuration for long periods of time. The study concludes
that long term storage for Scout is feasible where the aggregate storage time
encompasses disassembled, assembled and ready-hold levels of storage; and
that the other solid propellant launch vehicles in the NASA inventory are
compatible with the Scout storage concept.
The study is divided into three tasks. Task I encompasses the storage
concepts for the Scout vehicle and an evaluation of the cost involved to
implement each concept. Specified concepts considered include 1) a storage
container having the capability to support all functions of Scout vehicle
processing, 2) a fixed storage container capable of accepting and storing an
assembled Scout vehicle by transferring from the Scout transporter, 3) a
storage container adapted to the existing Scout transporter, and 4) an
environmentally controlled building capable of accepting and storing vehicles
on the existing Scout transporter.
Task II encompasses the effect the storage concept has on the Scout
vehicle components, assemblies, and systems; and the problems associated
with flight-ready storage and storage surveillance. Storage constraints and
checkout requirements are combined with operational goals to establish a
vehicle processing flow involving storage.
Task III is an examination of the other solid propellant launch vehicles
in the NASA inventory for applicability to the Scout storage concept.
The recommended storage concept is a fixed container consisting of an
environmentally controlled prefabricated steel building with steel frame
supports onto which the Scout and other NASA vehicles are roll transferred
for storage. This concept forms the vehicle container portion of a barri-
caded storage complex proposed for both Wallops Island and Vandenberg Air
Force Base and is located as close to the existing Scout Assembly Buildings
as safety requirements will allow.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Z. 1 BACKGROUND
The capability of drawing out of storage a launch vehicle in a flight
ready configuration that enables direct mating to the launcher is an
operational goal desired by launch agencies.
Several advantages are attainable through storage of flight ready vehicles.
Operational flexibility is provided with an inventory of vehicles ready to
adapt to any assigned payload. Accelerated launch rates can be sustained
for short periods without increasing manpower requirements. Storage
capability provides better utilization of human and material resources by
eliminating work load peaks to support vehicle assembly and checkout.
Considering prelaunch operations as those functions accomplished in a
continuous sequence by field crews to effect a launch, ready vehicles in
storage can reduce the prelaunch operations to: I) removal from storage,
2) preflight pad operations, and 3) launch.
The purpose of this study is to define a storage concept that will
satisfy these objectives and that is feasible in terms of performance and cost.
Z. 2 SCOPE
This study is divided into three tasks;
Task I is a study of the feasibility of selected candidate storage con-
cepts for the Scout vehicle and an evaluation of the cost involved to implement
each concept. Long term storage requirements for the vehicle are identified.
Candidate concepts are evaluated for feasibility and adaptability with
sufficient detail being developed to permit identification of the support
equipment, facility, manpower and operational requirements for each con-
cept. Cost estimates for implementing each concept are made using Rough
Order of Magnitude (ROM) values based on storage of 30 vehicles.
Task II is basically a follow-on effort to Task I wherein the effect each
storage concept has on the Scout vehicle components, assemblies, and
systems; the problems associated with flight ready storage and storage
surveillance; and the logistics and operational factors of the Scout Program
are identified and compared to arrive at a recommended storage method for
the Scout vehicle. Each system is reviewed and the storage sensitive items
identified. The required checkout to maintain or recertify the flight ready
status of each item is determined and an optimum Functional Flow Block
Diagram developed which wiii satisfy the overail aim of the storage require-
ments. Additional equipment and facilities required are identified. Based
on the Functional Flow diagrams, vehicle reliability is computed and
compared with the reliability of the existing Scout processing flow.
Reliability factors and cost elements developed for the optimum storage
concept are then evaluated with the current mode of operation to determine
the most cost effective system.
Task III is an examination c_ the other solid propellant launch vehicles
in the NASA inventory to determine how they may be applied to the storage
concept developed under Task I and II.
A compilation based on their past launch frequency, is made of the solid
rocket launch vehicles in the NASA inventory to identify those vehicles with
sufficient usage to warrant storage. The corffiguration of each vehicle is
determined and the simple single stage vehicles eliminated from storage
consideration. The storage function and requirements developed under Task
I and II are reviewed for compatibility with these vehicles resulting in the
development of a conceptual design for storage of these vehicles utilizing
the facility and applicable portions of Ground Support F_xtuipment (GSE) conceived
durir_g Task I. Cost estimates using ROM values are made for the additional
GSE required to accomodate storage of l_hese high usage NASA solid propellant
launch vehicles.
The study concludes with a recommended overall storage concept that
will satisfy the requirements and can be acquired at reasonable cost.
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3.0 DISCUSSION
i ........
,] 3::..i .T_K I DEVE_P SELECTED..... STOP.AGE CO_TS ............
...... : : :2c;}:r :" ,,_
The objective of Task I is to determine the feasibility of several candidate
concepts for storing assembled Scout vehicles over a long period of time and
to evaluate relative costs of the concepts considered.
Four concepts of assembled vehicle storagewere investigated:
i° Storage in a mobile container having the capability to support
vehicle processing functions from build-up to mating the vehicle
to the launcher, and to accomodate shipping of the assembled vehicle
by air, rail, or highway.
2. Storage in a fixed container capable of accepting the assembled vehicle
from its transport vehicle (Scout transporter).
3. Storage in a container adapted to the present Scout transporter.
4. Storage in an environmental controlled building.
Variations of these four concepts are considered and results documented.
Systems Engineering methodology and rationale v_re employed to develop
the storage concepts. A gross level functional base was established by
translating customer requirements into functions which must be performed
for the storage cycle by all concepts considered. These functions are shown
in the functional flow block diagram, figure i, and include the following:
I. 0 In-Plant Operations
2.0 Package Vehicle
3.0 Store Vehicle
4.0 Vehicle Test and Surveillance
5.0 Remove from Storage
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Requirement Allocation Sheets (RAS), Appendix B, were developed for
Function Blocks 2.0 and 3.0. These RAS's identify constraints and
definitive requirements for facilities, Ground Support Equipment (GSE),
personnel, and procedures. Through reviews of Scout physical configura-
tion, preparation of sketches and layouts, conduct of preliminary
structural analysis, and optimization of design selections; each concept is
developed sufficiently to identify a feasible and practical solution meeting
the requirements listed on the R/kS's. Trade Studies are performed where
more than one solution is evident. With the concepts thus identified,
budgetary cost estimates for concept comparison are made.
3. 1.Z Requirements
The following requirements were derived from the storage requirements
established by the Contract Statement of Work, (ref. 1)
a. Capacity to store 20-30 launch vehicles for periods of 2 to 3 years.
b. Vehicle checkout complete prior to placement in storage.
C. Store vehicle in air transport configuration, i.e., less 4th stage
motor, separation system, payload, heatshield, batteries, and
pyr ote chnic s.
d. Direct mating to launcher, a desirable goal.
e. Maximum use of existing Scout equipment and facilities, especially
the Scout transporter.
f . Present Scout launch complex locations preferred for the storage
site; however, other locations are not to be excluded from consider-
ation.
g. Ability to determine vehicle flight worthiness during storage period.
These constraints are supplemented by data developed during the study and
are reflected in the RAS's. It should be noted at this point that the impact
which checkout may have on the storage requirements is not considered
during Task I.
3.1.2.1 Facility Requirements - One of the most stringent requirements
imposed on a storage facility for ordnance material is the distance between
storage buildings or containers, inhabited areas, highways, runways and
taxi-ways. The final criteria used herein to develop the Scout storage
requirements for quantity distance relationships is the same as used in the
Feasibility Study of a Scout Central Ordnance Complex, (COC)(ref. Z).
The clear distance requirements to inhabited buildings, highways, run-
ways and taxi-ways and the magazine spacings derived herein are based on
the class 7 quantity distance tables of the Explosive Safety Manual, (ref. 3)
and requirements of other military explosive safety manuals ( ref. 4 and 5) ;
considering the vehicle equivalent as 17 Z4Z pounds of class 7 explosive
(50% for Algol propellant, 50_ for Castor propellant, and 100% for X-259
propellant). Various storage groupings were considered. Trade Study 001,
Appendix D, concluded that the least amount of real estate required for
storage of 30 vehicles will occur when storage magazines are grouped into
six pads with five vehicles each. This arrangement is shown in figure Z
and depicts the area relationship and clear distance requirements on an
unbarricaded facility and a barricaded facility. The prime consideration in
the selection of a barricaded facility versus an unbarricaded facility is land
acquisition cost which is indeterminable at this time.
A review of the launch sites and the proposed Dallas COC indicate that
sufficient clear area does exist at both Wallops Island (W.I.) and the
Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) to accommodate either a barricaded
or an unbarricaded storage facility; whereas Wallops Station and the proposed
Dallas COC do not have sufficient clear area for either type storage facility
of this size. Further, additional limitations imposed by a particular site
due to local peculiarities which are unknown at this time may require some
deviations in the arrangement or grouping.
Facility requirements for a storage complex are essentially the same
for each concept, differing only in the immediate area of each pad or group.
The following requirements are typical for each concept: 1) access roads and
maneuvering aprons, Z)electrical power services, 3)alarm system, 4)
restroom facilities, 5) emergency power station, 6) lightning and grounding
systems, 7) security fencing, and 8) fire protection. The pad storage areas
differ from one concept to another depending on the type storage container
involved.
The roadways and aprons are concrete paving capable of supporting a
tandem axle load of 80 000 pounds. Roadways within the complex are Z4
feet wide with a minimum inside radius of 65 feet. Dimensions of the
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maneuvering aprons vary slightly for each concept yet provide sufficier, t
space to position transporters and storage containers.
Electrical power service is supplied from local service to a transformer
distribution system within the complex. Emergency power is provided by a
high voltage automatic engine/generator set. Trade Study 00Z, Appendix D,
concluded that a central engine/generator station is preferred to individual
portable emergency generators. The generator will start and assume the
load automatically whenever power fails and will transfer back whenever the
commercial power resumes.
The alarm system consists of a one circuit alarm cable running from
a monitoring station and distributed to each vehicle station. Local alarm
devices are provided on each container to aid in fault isolation. The alarm
circuit will register if the temperature or humidity is out of limits or if the
commercial power supply fails.
Restroom and toilet facilities are provided within the complex; however,
this is an optional requirement and is dependent on the remoteness of the
storage complex location.
A mast type lightning protection system is provided for each storage
pad. A grounding system provides an earth ground point for each vehicle.
The complex is fenced with six feet chain link fence with wire overhangs.
Fire protection will consist of hand operated fire extinguishers located
near each vehicle.
3. I. 2.2 Environment Control Requirements - Environmental parameters
of temperature and relative humidity are the two most critical elements
related to storage of an assembled Scout vehicle over long periods of time.
Protection from other environments, such as wind, snow, rain, etc., is
considered to be inherent with basic container or enclosure design so that
the vehicle will be unaffected throughout the storage period.
The temperature and humidity limits to which various components and
systems of the Scout vehicle may be exposed are documented in Appendix E.
An analysis of this data shows that the guidance system and the rocket motors
require the most stringent environmental control. Based on this, a storage
environment that will satisfy all Scout systems is between 60°F and 80°F at
less than 40o/o relative humidity.
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The heating and cooling load calculations to determine the BTU
requirements for the environmental control equipment necessary to main-
tain the prescribed temperature and humidity for each concept are
documented in Appendix F.
Climatic temperature extremes to be expected for the three areas
being considered for storage (Wallops Island, Vandenberg Air Force Base and
Dallas) are from -10°F to ll0°F and from i0_0 to 100_0 relative humidity.
3.1.3 Storage Concepts
3.1.3.1 Concept 1 - Mobile Container - This concept uses a storage
container and transport trailer having the capability to support all functions
of Scout vehicle processing which include vehicle buildup, checkout,
storage, air, rail or road transportation; and vehicle loading onthe
launcher. The container and transport trailer are illustrated in figure 3.
The concept in its various applications is illustrated in figure 4.
To provide vehicle buildup capability, the container has movable
support cradles and restraints similar to the existing air transport Scout
transporters. Removable sections and ends as well as hinged container
roof are provided for vehicle accessibility. Vehicle buildup and checkout
is accomplished in the same manner as is done on the transporter. After
checkout, the vehicle is sealed and prepared for storage. The container
is closed by installing the removed sections and closing the container top.
The container is so constructed as to provide protection from the
elements and equipped with an environmental control unit for temperature
and humidity control while in storage. Continuous temperature and humidity
surveillance is provided by a self contained recorder and alarm system.
Transportation of the vehicle/container to the storage site is
accomplished by a modified 80 feet long flat bed trailer and a truck tractor
prime mover. At the storage site the vehicle/container is roll transferred
to a storage support structure, and the container air conditioning unit con-
nected to the storage area power supply and monitoring system.
Removal of the vehicle from storage consists of roll transfer of the
container from the support structure to the modified flat bed trailer and then
it is transported to the launcher.
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Air, rail, or highway mode of transportation may be utilized for long
distance moves between storage and launch site. For air shipments, the
container is roll transferred from the modified flat bed trailer into a C-133
or C-141 aircraft. For shipments by rail, the container is roll transferred
onto a transcontinental railway flat car equipped with a shock mitigating
system. Special tie downs similar to that used for vehicles being air trans-
ported in accordance with Scout Standard Procedures( ref. 6) are provided. The
highway mode utilizes the modified flat bed trailer with a shock mitigating
system and a truck-tractor prime mover. A generator power supply is pro-
vided for the environmental control system with the rail and highway modes.
At the launcher all panels are removed from the container and stored.
The trailer/container is backed into the shelter and the vehicle is loaded
on the launcher in a like manner as now prescribed by Scout Standard
Procedures. A rail system mounted at the forward end of the trailer pro-
vides the capability of mating the fourth stage to the vehicle.
3.1.3.2 Concept 2 - Fixed Container - This concept is based on a fixed
storage container located at the storage complex. The container is capable
of accepting and storing an assembled Scout vehicle by transfering from the
Scout transporter. Vehicle assembly and handling operations, other than
transfer to and from storage, are performed in accordance with the
existing Scout Standard Procedures.
Of the several types of fixed storage containers considered, Trade
Study 003, Appendix D, selected a light-constructed, prefabricated steel
building; and consistent with the storage complex group arrangement, further
concluded that each storage building unit would be capable of storing five
vehicles. Concurrent with this study, two methods of transfer from the
transporter were considered. Trade Study 004, Appendix D, selected the
roll transfer system. Modification of the Scout transporter is required to
provide the roll transfer capability and consists of extending the transporter
rails, adding rollers to the first stage cradles and adding a first stage tie
bar. Inside the storage buildings are removable steel framework type
support structures with rails that will mate with the modified transporters.
A small winch is used to move the vehicle to and from the support structure.
Each storage unit is equipped with air conditioning equipment and environ-
mental monitoring and alarm system. This concept is illustrated in
figure 5.
Removal from storage is accomplished by a roll transfer operation to
the transporter followed by transport operation to launch pad directly or
by air transport.
14
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3.1.3.3 Concept 3 - Addition of Cover to Vehicle while on Transporter -
In this concept the existing Scout transporter is modified by adding a floor,
a cover, and an air conditioning unit to form an environmentally controlled
container, as shown in figure 6. Trade Study 005, Appendix D, selected a
rigid cover in preference to an expendable cocoon cover.
Assembly and handling of the vehicle is accomplished on the transporter
in accordance with existing Scout Standard Procedures. In preparation for
storage, the rigid cover is manually rolled into position over the vehicle and
secured to the transporter. A truck/tractor prime mover is used to tow the
transporter to the storage area. Two storage modes were considered; i.e.,
store on the transporter or roll transfer to a fixed steel frame support
structure. Trade Study 006, Appendix D, selected a fixed steel frame type
structure as illustrated in figure 7. A winch is provided to facilitate transfer
operations. Modification of the transporter is required to accept the rigid
cover and to provide the roll transfer capability. Continuous temperature
and humidity surveillance is provided by self contained recorders. While
in storage, the air conditioning unit is connected to the storage complex
power supply and alarm system.
Removal from storage is accomplished by transfer from the fixed
support back to a Scout transporter. The fixed cover is removed prior to
the transfer and can remain off if temperature exposure limits will not be
exceeded during towing operations to the pad. if required, the cover is
repositioned over the vehicle and secured to the transporter for towing and
removed prior to entry into shelter at the pad.
3.1.3.4 Concept 4 - Storage in a Building - This concept is based on
an environmentally controlled building capable of accepting and storing
vehicles on the existing Scout transporter. This concept differs from
Concept 2 only in that the vehicle remains on the transporter while in
storage.
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3. i. 4 Evaluation
To summarize for a comparison; the four concepts thus developed are
identified as follows:
Concept i, a Mobile Container, consisting of a new container and new
transporter.
Concept Z, a Fixed Container, consisting of a prefabricated steel
building with multiple steel support structures upon which vehicles are roll
transferred for storage.
Concept 3, a rigid cover adapted to a steel support structure to form a
container; vehicle is roll transferred from transporter to support structure
for storage.
Concept 4, Storage in a Building, consisting of a prefabricated steel
building with the vehicle remaining on the transporter while in storage.
These concepts are evaluated on the basis of performance, ease of
operation, and cost. Figure 8, Operations Comparison Matrix, and
Figure 9, Facility Equipment Cost Comparison Matrix, summarize this
evaluation based on a storage requirement of 30 vehicles and the data from
this task.
Without regard to the impact of subsequent data from Tasks II or III,
each concept developed will meet the storage performance requirements
and are therefore considered equal in this respect.
Concept i, affords the least use of existing equipment, requires the
greatest amount of new design and procurement, imposes more complexity
for vehicle assembly and launcher loading operation, and incurrs the highest
cost. Considerable additional cost is required to provide the concept with
rail or highway transportation capability. Concept 1 is therefore eliminated
from further consideration.
Similarities of Concepts 2 and 4 allow them to be considered as one
wherein a choice lies between storage on the transporter or on a support
structure. Although the transfer operation in Concept Z imposes some
additional vehicle handling, it is not sufficient to justify the cost of additional
transporters on which to store. Concept 4 is therefore eliminated from
further consideration.
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OPERATIONS
CONCEPT
3'
PRE-POST STORAGE
I° MATE CONTAiNER/TRAILER
2. AbbE;_LE VEHICLE iN CCNTAIN£_
3. CLOSE CONTAINER
HIN_ED TOP
SADDLES
END CLOSURES
4. ROLL TRANSFER FOR STORAOE
5. OPEN CONTAINER FOR CHECKOUT
6. OPEN CONTAINER AT PAD
7. STORE CONTAINER CLOSURES &
SAOOLES
S. MATE VEHICLE (IN CONTAINER)
TO LAUNCHER
I. ASSEMBLE VEHICLE ON SCOUT
TRANSPORTER PER PRESENT
METHOD
2. ROLL TRANSFER VEHICLE TO
AND FROM STORAGE
3, MATE VEHICLE TO LAUNCHER
PER PRESENT METHOD
1. ASSEMBLE VEHICLE ON SCOUT
TRANSPORTER MODIFIED TO
FORM CONTAINER
2. MANUALLY ROLL COVER OVER
VEHICLE & SECURE TO TRANS-
PORTER
3. REMOVE COVER TO PLACE VEHICLE
IN OR OUT OF STORAGE
4. ROLL TRANSFER VEHICLE TO &
FROM STORAGE
5. ROLL COVER 'OVER VEHICLE IN
STORAGE
6. REMOVE COVER FOR CHECKOUT
7. REMOVE COVER AT PAD TO MATE
VEHICLE lATH LAUNCHER
D. MATE VEHICLE TO LAUNCHER PER
PRESENT METHOD
9. STORE COVER AT PAD
I. _SSEMBLE VEHICLE ON SCOUT _
T_NSPORTER-P£N PHESENT
METHOD
Z, PARK TRANSPORTER IlTH
VEHICLE IN STOP, AgE
,3° MATE VEHICLE PIER PRESENT
METHOD
FIGURE,
STORAGE
I. ALERT ST_NDRY
2. SERVICE R_STRUMENTATION FOR
30 CONTAINERS
3. RECORD DATA FOR 30 CONTAINERS
I. ALERT STANDBY
2, SERVICE INSTRUMENTATION FOR
0 BLOOS
3. RECORD DATA FOR 6 BLOCS
I, ALERT STANDBY
Z. SERVICE INSTRUMENTATION FOR
30 CONTAINERS
3. RECORD DATA FOR 30 CON-
TAINERS
I* ALERT STANDBY
Z. SERVICE INSTRUMENTATION
FOR O BLDGS
_, REDORO OATA FOR 6 BUILDINGS
REMARKS
I. VEHICLE EXPOSURE TO AMBIENT
LE*ST
2. MAXIUUM PROCEDURE CHANOE
3. MAXIMUM DESIGN
4° POOREST ACCESSIBILITY
_° ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL ..
OPERATION - PER CONTAINER
PE_ VEHICLE
,6, LESS LOAD ON VEHICLE TO ROLL
TRANSFER
7. STORAGE _PAOE REQUIRED AT PAD
FOR SADDLES S CLOSURES
0. HOIST REQUIRED TO HANDLE
SADDLES AND CLOSURES
R° LEAST USE Or EXISTING EQUIP-
MENT
I. VEHICLE £XP'OSED TO AMBIENT
DURING TRANSFER OPERATIONS
Z. GOOD VEHICLE ACCESSIBILITY
3. MINIMUM PROCEDURE CHANGE
4. LESS THAN MODERATE NEW DESIGN
5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
OPERATION PER BLDG PER I TO 5
VEHICLES
I, VEHICLE EXPOSED TO AMOIENT
DURING TRANSFER OPERATIONS
Z. NEAR MAXIMUM PROCEDURE CHANGE
• 3° MODERATE NED DESIGN
4, GOOD ACCESSIBILITY
5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
OPERATION - PER CONTAINER
PER VE_ICLE
I, VEHICLE EXPOSED TO AMBIENT
OURING TRANSFER OPERATIONS
Z. MINIMUN PROCEOURE CHANGE
3, MINIMUM NEW OE51ON
4, MOST USE OF EXISTING EQUIP-
RENT
5, REQUIRES LAROE NUMBER
ADDITIONAL TRANSPORTERS
6. GOOD ACCESSIBILITY
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
OPERATION PER BLOG PER I |0 5
VEHICLES
OPERATIONS coMPARISON MATRIX
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Concept 3 requires a moderate amount of new design and procurement.
Long term storage on a transporter/container requires additional transporters
as in Concept 4; whereas storage on the support structure/container compares
with Concept Z in the number of transporters required. Storage on the
transporter/container offers some flexibility for short term storage; however,
this is offset by the disadvantage of increased transporter weight for normal
usage. The new design and procurement cost for Concept 3 exceed that of
Concept Z.
It is therefore concluded that for the storage of 30 Scout vehicles, the
greatest advantage is in Concept 2.
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_!3:. Z _TA_EqI DET_qE OPT_MSTORAGE CONCEPT i
The objective of Task II is to determine the most suitable overaD storage
concept for the Scout system through a detail study of the effects of long term
storage on components, assemblies, and systems; the problems associated
with flight worthiness surveillance; the equipment required for surveillance;
and the logistics and operational factors of the Scout Program.
3. Z. 1 Approach
The task began with the identification of existing constraints effecting
storage of each Scout component and the listing of these constraints and
components by systems. The constraints were appropriately applied as if the
components were in the assembled vehicle, system level, configuration.
From this listing the storage critical components were regrouped into
storage limiting periods reflecting the type checkout and frequency require-
ments to recertify the components at the system level. Operational require-
ments and goals are combined with the thus identified storage limitations
and checkout requirements and translated into functions. The Gross Level
Functional Diagram established during Task I was updated and optimized
and the new requirements added to the Requirement Allocation Sheets.
Trade studies were performed where more than one solution was evident.
Solution of these requirements identify the facility, GSE, manpower and
procedure requirements. The resulting storage system concept is compared
with the existing operational techniques.
3. Z. Z Storage Constraints
The existing storage constraints are embodied in the spares program shelf
life and specifications and in engineering judgment for the si_xations not other-
wise covered. The Scout vehicle is presently being stored in three basic con-
figurations; i.e., as production and spares components and subassemblies on
the shelf, as transition sections and components in completed sub-assemblies
in bonded stores and as assembled vehicles at launch sites. Shelf life for
production parts are controlled by a Material Control Section and is based on
procurement specifications. Spares shelf life is established and controlled by
the Spares Program through a monthly replenishment report (ref. 7). Two
specifications have been released for storage of transition sections, compon-
ents, and parts. Specification 309-76(ref. 8) is for 90 day storage and Speci-
fication 309-78(ref. 9) is for one year storage. Although these constraints
do not specifically apply to the storage of an assembled vehicle, they do
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provide a point of departure. Assembled vehicles have been held for exten-
ded periods at the launch sites. Vehicle 138 in particular was held in a
ready status for over four months to determine the effects of storage on an
assembled vehicle. Storage was conducted as outlined in the Program Plan
for S-138R (ref. I0) and S-138 Field Process (ref. ii). Subsequent checks
fou/ld rio degradation in system integrity. More recently, LTV TWX (ref. IZ)
established a short term storage policy for assembled Scout vehicles and
has been applied to vehicles S-151 and S-15Z.
Obsolescence is a factor to be considered in long term storage. This
condition was previously experienced by the Scout Program and required
vehicles to be returned to the factory for modification and recertification.
As a result, a new checkout philosophy and vehicle processing flow was
formulated and implemented by standard procedures. Objectives of this
philosophy were to reduce the time between in-plant checkout and launch,to
contro.l the frequency and degree of checkout performed, to reduce processing
time in the field and to provide a vehicle for launch that is manufactured to
the latest configuration. Long term storage in the field in an assembled
vehicle, checked out, configuration opposes this philosophy.
The total environment considered for storage includes those parameters
which may be induced as a result of placing the vehicle into storage, testing
and surveillance during storage, and removal of vehicle from storage as well
as the ambient conditions of storage itself. The environmental parameters
for storage and surveillance were identified and the necessary control require-
ments were established during Task I. The environmental parameters expec-
ted to be encountered by placing vehicles into or removing them from storage
are no greater than that now experienced in moving the Scout vehicle between
the assembly building, launch pad or during air transport.
3. Z. 3 Sensitive Components, Assemblies and Systems
Applying constraints thus identified, each system was reviewed to
determine those components which may not adapt to long term storage. The
review was conducted on components with effectivity prior to vehicle S-163.
Subsequent components will adapt better to long term storage due to improved
shelf life.
3. Z. 3. I Telemetry System - SheK life for components in the Telemetry
System are as follows:
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PAR T NUMBER
401-40009-7
401-10005-5
401-10018-9
Z001571101
ZOO1571ZO1
ISD 1078
PS-137-I
PS-161
OAK
65Z739-100A
8G64, 8G65
6607-6-20
7Z517-0-4-75Z
72517-0-8-75Z
7Z517-0-35-75Z
84ZTA-60-75
B9016-050Z
A9016-0501
C OMPONENT
Junction Box, Trans. A, T/M
Relay/Junction Box, Trans. B, T/M
Relay/Junction Box, Trans. C, T/M
P otentiom eter V
P otentiometer [
Phase Sensitive Demodulator Package
DC -DC Converter
Voltage Regulator
Solenoid Operated Switch
(Int./Ext. Power)
Chamber Pressure Switches
N 2 Line Pressure Switch
Head Cap Pressure Transducers
Hydraulic Pressure Transducers
N 2 Line Pressure Transducers
Pressure Transducer HzO Z
Accelerometers
SHELF LIFE
36 Months
36 Months
36 Months
Visual 1Z Months
Functional
36 Months
1Z Months
1 Z Month s
1Z Months
12 Months
24 Months
1Z Months
-Visual IZ Months
Fun c tiona 1
36 Months
Functional 6 Months
Stability IZ Months
1Z Months
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As indicated, the most critical component is the hydrogen peroxide
pressure transducer; requiring retest at 6 month intervals due to past
history of twist tube leakage. Future procurement incorporates an im-
proved model; however, retest is expected to continue at 6 month intervals
until a high confidence level is established.
3. Z. 3. Z Ignition and Separation Electrical System - All components in
the Iglzition and Separation Electrical System have a shelf life of 36 months.
The ignition destruct battery is the only battery installed in the vehicles
during storage.
3. Z. 3.3 Destruct System - Components in the Destruct System having
a shelf life of 36 months or less are as follows:
PAR T NUMBER C OMPONENT SHELF LIFE
Motorola
MCR -1058
C ommand Destruct Receiver Z4 Months
23 001358-23 Auto-Destruct Lanyard Switch 36 Months
-24
23 000356-21 Auto-Destruct Pressure Switch 24 Months
23-000397-4 Destruct Junction Box 24 Months
3.2.3.4 Radar Beacon System - The radar beacon assembly is the
only component in this system having a shelf life. At six month intervals
a burn-in operation must be performed to maintain proper operating
characteristics of the magnetron. At twelve month intervals a functional
checkout should be performed to reverify quality acceptance of the compon-
ent.
3.2.3.5 Reaction Control System - Shelf life for components in the
Reaction Control System are as follows:
PAR T NUMBER C OIVLP ONENT SHELF LIFE
23-00Z859-3 HzO 2 Decomposition Chamber 18 Months
Z3-00Z858-21 40 Lb. Motor Valve Assembly 18 M onths
23-003288-5 500 Lb. Motor Valve Assembly 18Months
WK 892710 H202 Tank Assembly 12 Months
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PAR T NU MB ER C OMP ONEN T S HE LF LIF E
23-002856-6 Z Lb. Motor Valve Assembly 18 Months
Z3-00Z858-19 14 Lb. Motor Valve Assembly 18 Months
Z3-00Z858-ZI 48 Lb. Motor Valve Assembly 18Months
MAGH 210753 Thrust ReductionValve Z4 Months
23-000445-i
HzO Z Bypass Restrictor 36 Months
SYM 56138-1 N Z Charge Quick Disconnect 18 Months
WK 8733Z3 N Z Relief Valve 18 Months
SYM 46354-1 Regulated N Z Quick Disconnect 18 Months
Z3-00337Z-I
HzO Z Tank Assembly 1 Z Months
SYM 46254-1 HzO Z Bleed Quick Disconnect 18 Months
SYM 46154-1 H20 Z Charge Disconnect 18Months
WK 874040
H20 Z Relief Valve 18 Months
Soft valve seats, "O" rings that lose resilience, and dissimilar metals
in contact, present potential storage problems for the Reaction Control
System. During normal operations and checkout, high malfunction rates
have been experienced with the 500 lb. motor valve and the nitrogen
regulator shut-off valve. The hydrogen peroxide tanks are subject to
bladder leakage. The one year storage specification requires the 500 lb.
motor/valve assembly to be stored disassembled and the hydrogen peroxide
tank expulsion tube assembly to be loosened sufficiently to relieve the load
on the bladder material. The 500 lb. motor/valve assemblies in spares
are stored assembled. Hydrogen peroxide tanks in spares are presently
being stored with the expulsion tube tight; however, it is anticipated for
future procurement of tanks, tube will be delivered in the loosened condition.
Spare nitrogen regulator shut-off valves which have been individually set for
the particular vehicle section are shipped with each vehicle. These are
recycled and readjusted for each vehicle. It is anticipated that parts passi-
rated per process specifications will remain in an acceptable condition while
in storage.
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3.2.3.6 Hydraulic Control System - Components of the Hydraulic
Control System having a shelf life of 36 months or less are as follows:
PAR T NUMBER
17410-1
1430-70B -51
165WE00ZII
1008511
DMG - 109C 1
1112-598943
$9-210-2610-6
C OMP ON EN T
Hydraulic R eservoir
Pressure Switch
Motor Pump
High Pressure Relief Valve
Servo Actuator
Low Pressure Relief Valve
Swivel Fittings
SHELF LIFE
24 Months
Z4 Months
24 Months
24 Months
18 Months
24 Months
36 Months
Overall review reveals that the most critical component is the
Servo Actuator and the most critical part is the Buna N "O" rings used in
all but one of the above listed components. Specifications 309-78, One Year
Storage, requires the hydraulic system to be serviced with MIL-H-6083
preservation fluid.
3.2.3.7 Guidance System - Components of the Guidance System having
shelf life of 36 months or less are as follows:
PAR T NUMBER
DAG69A 1
DHG 80B Z
DR G 87E 1
DDG 93A 1
DRG 95A 1
DGG 12ZC 3
DGG 188A 1
DSG30A 1
C OMP ONEN T
Body Bending Filter
Inter va lom ete r
Programmer
Diode Unit
Power Switching Relay Unit
Guidance Unit Assembly (IRP)
Rate Gyro Unit
Inverter
SHELF LIFE
24 Months
1Z Months
24 Months
36 Months
36 Months
1Z Months
12 Months
24 Months
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PART NUMBER COMPONENT SHELF LIFE
DEGZ i IC 3 Amplifier-Dem odulator, Poppet Valve 24 Months
DEGZ33C 1 Servo Amplifier Z4 Months
As noted, the shortest storage period is iZ months for the IRP, Rate
Gyro Unit, and Intervalometer; however, FY67 Procurement Specifications
for these items increase the storage life requirement to Z4 months. Another
factor in storing the guidance system in a "ready" configuration for extended
periods involves the flight profile. Each vehicle is programmed for a
particular payload mission which is controlled by elements of the guidance
control systems. These components are matched through gain and timing
adjustments during vehicle assembly processing in-plant to establish base
line data for subsequent checkouts in the field. The system is re-verified
during checkout in the field by comparison with the in-plant data. Present
checkout philosophy limits the amount of adjustment and/or change in profile
during field operations. In the present processing flow, identification and
finalization of the flight profile is scheduled to occur no later than 45 days
prior to vehicle launch.
3.Z. 3.8 Propulsion Systems - Although the fourth stage FW4S motor
has a shelf life of one year; it is omitted here as it is not a part of the
storage configuration established in paragraph 3. i.Z. Of the remaining
propulsion/pyrotechnic system components, the Castor motor and igniter
are the only items with shelf life of less than 3 years. The current shelf
life of one year for this motor and igniter has been extended in some
instances to 18 months by the NASA Rocket Motor Review Board (RMRB).
It is anticipated that the shelf life will be extended to 3 years in the near
future.
There is now a requirement that any motor which has been in storage
over 90 days prior to release for use in the vehicle will be given a receiving
inspection per Scout Standard Procedures. This inspection cannot be
accomplished with vehicle in the assembled configuration. A modified
inspection must be developed, or justified by a study, have the requirement
deleted.
The predominant problem encountered in long time storage in the hori-
zontal position is grain sag. Extensive storage experience on Scout motors
has not been attained as few motors have reached 3 years in age. Oldest
motors in the current inventory range from 3 years for some XZ59motors,
Z9
Z years for someAlgols, to less than 1 year for Castor motors. Further,
no test program has been established to determine effects of long term
storage.
3. Z. 3.9 Structural and Mechanical Systems - Component review of the
Scout Structural and Mechanical Systems revealed only one potential problem
area; corrosion caused by dissimilar metals in contact with one another.
Other than the components in the Reaction Control System, the Scout
vehicle has not experienced corrosion problems. However, the spin break-
out torque test is recommended to assure the absence of corrosion and/or
contamination in the spin bearing and to verify that the fourth
stage electrical disconnects are functioning properly. The test should be
accomplished during the ready checkout in the field by rotating the upper D
skirt and noting the force required from breakout through two complete
revolutions of the spin table. The action of the disconnects and the
rotational force should compare closely with the previous tests. The break-
out test should be accomplished after completion of the ignition system
resistance checks. Subsequent to the breakout test, the fourth stage ignition
system resistance readings must be repeated to verify proper connection of
the fourth stage disconnects.
The design requirements for the springs in the mechanical systems are
such that long term storage under loaded condition does not induce permanent
set. For the one year storage Specification 309-78, springs are stored un-
loaded as assembly operations are not complete at this storage point.
3.Z.4 Checkout Requirements
As indicated in the preceding paragraphs, certain components as spares
have storage constraints limiting the shelf life to intervals of 6, 12, 18, 24,
and 36 months. At the expiration of the applicable shelf life period; each
component may, after completing a prescribed checkout, be considered
quality acceptable for another period. It should be noted in this regard that
except for the beacon burn-in at six month intervals, the prescribed check-
outs are not required to be accomplished at the expiration of the shelf life
period, but rather are required prior to use after the expiration of the shelf
life period.
The following tables group these storage sensitive components into the
time limiting periods; thus providing insight into the frequency and type
checkout required to maintain component "flight ready" status.
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C OA ONEN T
HzO Z Pressure
T tans duc er
Radar Beacon
6 MONTHS STORAGE LIFE
LIMITING
AU THOR IT Y
Spares
C HECKOU T
R EQUIR EMEN TS
R ete st
Spares Burn-in per Specification
C OMP ONEN T
Telemetry Transmitter
PSD Package
Mixer Amplifier
Pam Commutation Switch
Phase Sensitive
Dem odulator Package
DC -DC Converter
Voltage Regulator
N Z Line Pressure Switch
Transducer Headcap Press.
Transducer Hyd. Press.
Transducer N Z Press.
P otentiorn eter
iZ MONTHS STORAGE LIFE
LIMITING
AUTHORITY
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Specifica_on
CHECKOUT
REQUmEMENTS
Functional Test
Functional Test
Functional Test
Retest
Functional Test
Functional Test
Functional Test
Functional Test
Visual and Leak Test
Visual and Leak Test
Visual and Leak Test
Visual Inspection
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iZ MONTHS STORAGE LIFE (Cont'd)
C OMP ONEN T
Accelerometer
LL'vIITING
AUTHORITY
Spares
Specification
C HEC KOU T
R EQUIR EMENTS
Retest
Not Stored in Vehicle
Radar Beacon Assembly Specification Functional Test, Do Not
Store Within 4" of
Ferrous Metal
HzO 2 Tank Assy. -B Spares
Specification
Retest
Expulsion Tube
Assembly Screws
Loose
HzO 2 Tank Assy -C Spares
Specification
Retest
Expulsion Tube Assy.
Screws loose
Intervalometer Spares Retest
IRP
Spares
Specification
Functional Check
Not Stored in Vehicle
500 Lb. Motor Valve Spec_ication Motor Chamber, Valve,
and Inlet Filter
Disassembled, stored
as "Matched Set"
D Separation Springs
Spin B earing
Hydraulic System
Command Destruct
Receiver
SpecMica_on
Spec_ication
Specification
Spec_ication
Stored in Matched Sets
Not Installed
Upper and Lower "D"
Section not Assembled-
Bearing Not Installed
System Filled with
MIL-H-6083 Preser-
vative Hydraulic Fluid
Not Stored in Vehicle
3Z
C OlVlPONEN T
Rate Gyro Unit
IZ MONTHS STORAGE LIFE (Cont'd)
LIMITING
AU THOR IT Y
Spares
Specification
C HEC KOU T
R EQUIR EMENTS
Retest
Not Stored in Vehicle
18 MONTHS STORAGE LIFE
COMPONENT
LIMITING
AUTHORITY
N Z Relief Valve Spares
H20 2 Relief Valve Spares
H20 Z Decomposition
Chamber
Spares
500 Lb. Motor Valve Spares
Z Lb. Motor Valve
Assembly
Spares
14 Lb. Motor Valve
Assembly
Spares
40 Lb. Motor Valve
Assembly
Spares
48 Lb. Motor Valve
Assembly
Spares
CHECKOUT
R EQUIR EMEN TS
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Servo Actuator Specification Function and Leak
Test
Castor Motor NASA Inspect
RMRB RM_RB
Igniter NASA Inspect
R l_iRB RMRB
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C OMP ON EN T
Chamber Press. Switch
Thrust Reduction Valve
Hydraulic R eservoir
Hydraulic Press. Switch
Hydraulic Motor Pump
High Press. Relief Valve
Low Press. Relief Valve
Auto-Dest. Press. Switch
Destruct J Box
Body Bending Filter
Programmer
Amplifie r Dem odulator
Servo Amplifier
Inverter
Command Destruct
R ec eiver
Z4 MONTHS STORAGE LIFE
LIMITING
AU THOR IT Y
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
CHECKOUT
REQU_EMENTS
Retest
Retest
Leak Check
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
Retest
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C OMP ONEN T
J Box T/M
Relay/J BoxB. TM
Relay/J Box C. TM
P otentiom ete r
By-Pass Restrictor
Hyd. Swivel Fitting
Auto-Destruct
Lanyard Switch
Dest. RelayAssy.
Power Control Relay
Box
Arming Relay Assembly
Diode Unit
Power Switching Relay
36 MONTHS STORAGE LIFE
LIMITING
AU THOR ITY
Spares
Spare s
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spare s
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
Spares
CHECKOUT
R EQUIREMENTS
Retest
Retest
Retest
Functional Test
Functional Test
Functional Test
Visual Inspection
Functional Test
Retest
Functional Test
R etest
Retest
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Storage limitations and checkout requirements established herein are
based primarily on the storage and quality recertification requirements for
components in the Spares Program. The reasoning being that if a spare
component can be held in stores for a specified period and remain acceptable
for use during that entire period; it is reasonable to expect that same
component to remain in an acceptable condition while stored within a vehicle,
all other conditions equal, for a like period of time. Further, if the quality
functional acceptance of the spare can be re-established at the expiration of
the storage period with a specified checkout or retest; then an equivalent
checkout or retest should be capable of re-establishing the quality functional
acceptance of the like component in a vehicle, all other things being equal.
Any consideration of checkout requirements must include a checkout
philosophy which will provide assurance that the flight hardware is in satis-
factory condition at lift off to accomplish the flight mission. All checkouts
from acceptance of components at the factory through vehicle launch are con-
sidered in this study. Checkout, as used herein, identifies the requirements
to establish or ascertain whether an item is properly functioning or that the
operating parameters have been met after integrating the item with multiple
systems. Such a checkout philosophy has been adopted by the Scout Program
Office and has been implemented through Scout Standard Procedures and the
Configuration Control Management System. Presented therein are the
requirements that a vehicle buildup be accomplished in Dallas, and all re-
quired adjustments to the components be made during the in-plant bench
and transition level checkouts. Additionally, the field shall reassemble the
vehicle for flight and recheck all systems to verify Dallas readings and to
requalify the vehicle after shipment. Any discrepancies noted shall be
corrected by readjustment or replacement in accordance with policies defined
by configuration control document, (r el. 13).
Checkout requirements having the greatest impact on long term storage
of the Scout vehicle encompass the Guidance System and specifically the flight
profile. To support normal vehicle processing, the flight profile must be
finalized a minimum of 45 days prior to scheduled launch date. In-plant,
the Guidance System is checked out and adjusted at the bench level to estab-
lish base line quantitative data. This data is then verified at the system level
at both Dallas and the field. When a fault is discovered at the system level,
the system is returned to the bench level for fault isolation. A change in
flight profile that effects both the timer and programmer in a vehicle in the
field requires the Guidance System components to be returned to Dallas for
rewire and recheck at the bench level. Where flight profiles are not known
in sufficient time to meet Dallas checkout and shipping schedules, checkout
of the Guidance System is accomplished with the vehicle assigned components
set up with a test profile. Recently, a test programmer and timer were used
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in lieu of the vehicle assigned components. When these situations occur,
the vehicle is shipped to the field short its assigned guidance components;
the components being held at Dallas until flight profile is known. Normal
vehicle buildup continues in the field except that systems checkout is delayed
until the guidance components, checked out at the bench level with flight
profile, are received from Dallas. While the merits of this philosophy have
not been fully realized, it has been successfully demonstrated and there is
no evidence that changes are in order at this time.
Other checkouts which have an almost equal impact on long term storage
concerns the Reaction Control System in the areas of motor valves, hydrogen
peroxide tank bladders and passivation. Except for motor valve operating
characteristics, which cannot be verified in any manner other than hot firing,
the existing process flow and standard procedures are capable of detecting
and isolating malfunctions in the Reaction Control System.
Replacing a motor valve in the field is not prohibited, but neither is it
a desirable situation due to the loss of motor valve characteristics data.
In-plant, subsequent to hot firing when a motor valve assembly must be
replaced, a replacement valve is individually hot fired on a motor before
installation.
System leak checks are performed timely enough to permit unscheduled
maintenance without jeopardizing launch schedules. However, stability
tests performed during the same test period as hot firings are not repeated
prior to launch and although some indication of a contaminated system would
be detected during the countdown fueling operation, detection at that time
would seriously delay the launch.
Until sufficient data has been gained in the areas of motor valve
characteristics and system stability deterioration during periods of extended
storage, retest and stability checks should continue to be a storage determin-
ant and launch should occur within 18 months of hot firing and stability
acceptance. Based on this determinant, and factory processing time, a
vehicle could therefore be in field processing, including storage, for
periods of approximately 14 months without retest ol motor valve
characteristics or system stability.
Based on the constraints thus identified, it can be concluded that
vehicles in storage for more than 6 months in a flight-ready status will
require additional checkout prior to launch.
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3.Z.5 Operational Factors
The background information in the Statement of Work for this study
states, "The capability of drawing out of storage a launch vehicle in a flight-
ready configuration that enables direct mating to the launcher is an operat-
ional goal desired by launch agencies. Such a capability would reduce the
time required for prelaunch operations, provide an inventory of vehicles
ready to adapt to an assigned payload, eliminate manpower peaks to support
vehicle assembly, and produce needed flexibility of the launch agency to
support changes in mission assignments." This, then, in its broadest sense,
expresses the operational goals to be achieved through storage.
In approaching the stated goals, some definition must be established
for the flight-ready configuration. True flight-ready configuration does not
occur in the existing standard flow until the vehicle has completed dress
rehearsal. However, requirements of the Statement of Work for this study
establish the storage configuration as an assembled vehicle minus payload,
separation system, heatshield, fourth stage, batteries and pyrotechnic
initiators; having completed checkout of its systems to establish readiness
for launch. This storage configuration matches that of a vehicle in the existing
standard flow that has completed the "all systems test" with the flight
profile. The vehicle at this time is acceptable to proceed directly to the
launcher for launch operations per Scout Standard Procedures,
Vol. VI,or to be loaded on an aircraft for air transport and thence to the
launcher. Storage in this configuration is identified and used in the
functional flow diagrams herein as a "ready hold" status to more adequately
identify the vehicle status and to differentiate from the other storage
conditions.
From an operational point of view, storage or hold periods are most
likely to be imposed at the natural break points in the fieldprocessing flow
pattern. To a certain degree, storage is occurring now at these points every
time a vehicle is processed. A storage period is employed at receiving when
the field build up rate is below the factory shipping rate. Another storage
period is employed when the build up rate is greater than the launch rate.
Other holding periods occur at the completion of the vehicle assembly
operations where the guidance components are not available for checkout due
to lack of a flight profile and at the completion of vehicle checkout with a
flight profile where the launch schedule does not require an immediate
launch.
Provisions for storage at these points provides operational flexibility,
a more stable work load for the field crew, and dampens the rates for
acceleration and deceleration of factory checkouts to meet launch rates.
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The amount of storage required by field processing in each case is
therefore dependent on the launch rate versus factory shipment rate and
finalization of the flight profile.
For any constant shipping rate and launch rate, the time
reach a given storage capacity can be expressed as:
T
C
C
R -R
S L
required to
where: T c = Time in months to reach capacity
C = Vehicle storage capacity
R S = Shipping rate in vehicles per month
R L : Launch rate in vehicles per month
Likewise, with a constant shipping rate and launch rate, the age of the
oldest vehicle remaining in storage after any number of months can be
expressed as:
As = T(Rs -RL)
RS
where: A S = Age in months of oldest vehicle in storage
T = Number of months after first vehicle is shipped
When any given storage capacity has been reached; for any launch rate,
the age of the last vehicle launched can be expressed as:
C
AL- R L
where:
A L = Age of last vehicle launched.
Based on these equations; with a storage capacity of 30 vehicles, a
shipping rate of 2 vehicles per month, and a launch rate of 9 vehicles
per year or .75 vehicles per month; storage capacity is reached at the end
of 24 months, at which time the age_of the oldest vehicle then in storage is
15 months and the age of the last vehicle when it is launched will be 40
months. Under these conditions the storage complex will have been filled
one time only during the 64- month span resulting in very small
utilization of the facility.
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With the same shipping and launch rates and a storage capacity of 5
vehicles, storage capacity is reached in 4 months, the age of the oldest
vehicle then in storage is Z. 5 months and the age of the last vehicle when it
is launched will be 6.6 months. These conditions provide more usage of the
storage complex for the dollars invested.
3. Z. 6 Analysis
• " _ __ _' ±_i _ . ............ _ _ ..... ' _'_' '_
..... ' s_rage c_ns_aintS and checkout requirements_ ........._'_'_ can n0w be..... _....... ...........comb_ed with..............._!
the operational goai4 and translatedintofunctions, Through a reitdrativ_ _ -
process the Gross Level Functional Base developed for Task I was updated
to include these functions. Trade Study 008, Appendix D, was performed to
optimize the functional flow resulting in the Top Level Functional Flow Block
Diagram shown in Appendix A. First and Second Level Functional Diagrams
are included to further amplify the top level diagram. Requirements derived
from an anlysis of these functions are reflected in the Requirements Allocat-
ions Sheets, Appendix B. The Time Lines shown in Appendix C present the
functions against a time base and depicts the sequential relationship of the
__ctions.
.......... :..... _....... _ ............... delin_._e a __ ......
....... _'_ _ : _ _i; ! _" '
of torage: f:
between the completion of manufacturing and vehicle launch. _torage
capability is provided to accumulate and store completed sections when the
manufacturing rate exceeds the factory checkout rate. A second storage
period is provided to accumulate and store the vehicle sections received
in the field when the factory shipping rate exceeds the field vehicle assembly
rate. A third storage period is provided for assembled vehicles lacking a
finalized flight profile. Lastly, a ready hold period is established to
provide vehicles in a state of readiness to permit direct mating with the
launcher. Three levels of storage are employed, i.e., disassembled vehicle,
assembled vehicle not checked out, and assembled vehicle checked out in
ready hold. The total accumulated controlled storage under these conditions
can total 36 months or more.
The storage concepts developed in Task I were reviewed at this time to
determine the impact of the findings thus far in Task II. Concept 2, a fixed
container capable of accepting the assembled vehicle from its transport
vehicle, continued to be the most effective method for storage of the Scout
vehicle.
To meet the checkout requirements, Trade Study 007, Appendix D, was
conducted to determine whether it is rnore practical to provide mobile GSE to
cycle from one stored vehicle location to another or tO Cycle assembldd
4O
vehicles from a storage area through a central checkout facility. The
conclusion favored the permanent checkout location utilizing the existing
Scout Standard System Test (S3T) equipment.
Compliance with some of the constraints imposed by S_cification 309-78,
One Year Storage, which have been proven adequate when followed by in-
plant system tests would, however, make storage in the assembled vehicle
configuration unacceptable for vehicle processing. This is brought about by
the additional disassembly and reassembly operatio_,s__ the invalidating of
previous checks requiring subsequent rechecks, and the overall resultant
loss of reliability. The advantage lies with long term storage in the dis-
assembled configuration. In this configuration fewer surfaces are mated,
less disassembly is required to perform modification or corrective
maintenance, and better visibility for inspection is available.
Additionally, the use of preservation fluid in the hydraulic system requires
further investigation. In the existing processing flow; the preservation
fluid, M_-H-6083 required for storage by Specification 309-78, is drained
during the factory checkout and the system serviced with MIL-H-5606
hydrauli_ fluid. In order to apply the intent of the one year storage specifi-
cation re_quirement to the Scout long term storage concept, the preservation
fluid should remain in the system until Ready Gheckout in the field.
Several combinations of shipping and launch rates were assumed to
determine a maximum number of vehicles which might be expected to be
in storage at one tirfae and a maximum length of time any one vehicle might
be required to remain in storage.
To provide operational flexibility consistent with predicted launch
requirements without allowing storage time to become excessive to the
point of losing reliability; the maximum number of vehicles in storage in
the field should not exceed the annual launch rate.
The most rapid launch rate considered was 3 successive launches at
10-day intervals from a single site. Assuming the timely finalization of
flight profiles, the minimum number of vehicles required to support this
operation is one vehicle in ready hold status and two vehicles in an
_ssembled storage status. With a fourth vehicle in accumulate storage
status, i. e. , all vehicle components received in the field and ready for
receiving inspection,the launch rate could be sustained through four vehicles.
With air transport available on call, launches can be supported at multiple
sites with vehicles stored at a single site. However, more operational
flexibility is attainable with storage capability _it eaclf launch si_e and the
complete reliance on air_raft availability is eliminated.
Assuming vehicle buildup and checkout is to be accomplished in the
existing as s_bl_ buildings, the only additional facility necessary to meet
op0_a_onar/storage requirements is a storage building with a minimum
capacity of 3vehicles. However, the marginal cost is determined to be
sufficiently low as to justify a 4 vehicle storage facility as shown in figure
i0 and thus provide addit_or_l storage_a_d o_ona1_:_l_ib_l_ty.
Rough Order of Magnitude cost for a four vehicle complex would total
$450 000; with $310 000 for Facility and $140 000 for GSE. Cost of an
additional complex for the other launch site would be approximately 15 per-
cent less than the first one due to Engineering design having been completed.
The requirements and criteria for a 4 vehicle storage complex are
essentially the same as those developed for the 30 vehicle complex in Task I.
The quantity distance requirements for the 4 vehicle storage permit its being
located closer to buildup/checkout/launch areas and thus reduce transport/
transfer time and distance.
A re-examination of Wallops Island and VandenbergAir Force Base indicate
that the selected 4 vehicle storage concept is compatible with the existing
facilities and could be located as shown in figures II and 12. A possible
location for a 30 vehicle storage complex at each site is included. The clear
distance requirements permitting storage of 4 additional vehicles at the
Dallas GOC cannot be met in its proposed location.
3.2.7 Cost Effectiveness
_=_,=L_ts of recurring cost involved with vehicle storage can now be
examined to establish a comparison between the proposed storage concept
and the existing operational techniques. The addition of the storage function
to the present processing flow increases rather than eliminates or realigns
operations; furthermore, the adding of operations to any established routine
tends to reduce calculated reliability. Although some cost trade offs are
possible, comparison is not so much one of the proposed system cost versus
existing system cost but rather what is to be gained with the proposed
storage system versus the dollars spent.
The addition of the storage function to the existing processing flow in-
creases Dallas operations wherein the Guidance Bench and System Checkouts
are now usually performed with flight profile, they would then be performed
with a test profile requiring the bench checkout to be repeated when the
flight profile is identified. The factory checkout operation has a two vehicle
per month output _apability scheduled as required to meet established
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I° 6 5TORAO( PADS
5 VEH PER PAD
2. CONTAINERS (30) 7exTOxSSO
'3. SITEWO RK
4. BARRICADE
5. PAVING
6. SECURITY FENCE
7. FOUNDATION
Be POWER & ALARM
9. WINCH SYSTEM
I0o LIGHTNING/GROUNDING SYSTEM
I1° ACCESS ROADS
12. FIRE PROTCCTION
I3° REST ROOM FAC
I. 6 STORAGE PADS
5 VEH PER PAD
2. CONTAINERS (6 BLDGS)
60' x 75'
3. SITEWORK
4. BARRICAOE
5. PAVING
6. SECURITY FENCE
7, FOUNDATION
B. POWER & ALARM
9. WINCH SYSTEM
IO. LIGHTNING/GROUNDING SYSTEM
II. ACCESS ROADS
i2, FIRE PROTECTION
t3. REST ROOM FAC
I. O STORAGE PADS
5 VEH PER PAD
2_ CONTAINERS (30) 7oX7oX65o
3. SITEWORK
4. BARRICADE
5. PAVING
Bo SECURITY FENCE
7. FOUNDATION
8, POWER & ALARM
g, WINCH SYSTEM
I0. LIGHTNINg/GROUNDING SYSTEM
II. ACCESS ROADS
12o FIRE PROTECTION
i_o REST ROOM FAC
Io 5 STORAGE PADS
5 VEN PER PAD
Z. CONTAINERS (6 BLOGS)
60 o x 00'
3. BITEWORK
4. BARRICAD(
5e PAVING
6, SECURITY FENCE
7. FOUNDATION
8. POOER A ALARM
9, WINCH SYSTEM
I0. LIGHTNING/GROUND!NO SYSTEM
II. ACCESS ROADS
12. FIRE PROTECTION
13, REST ROOM FAC
• GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
N - NEW DESIGN
ED - EXISTING DESIGN
C - CURRENT USE
I. 30 SO_PORT STRUCTURES (R)
Z, 30 CONTAINERS (N)
3. 4 TRA_ERS (N)
4, 30 ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS (N) C
5. 2 OVERHEAD CRANES (EO)
6° STORAGE SHELVES IN SHELTER (N)
7. PRIME MOVER WITH lINCH (C)
MODIFIED
I. 30 SUPPORT STRUCTURES (N)
Z. 5 TRANSPORTERS (C).MODIFIED
3. ALGOL CRADLE ROLL CAPABILITY
(N)
4. 25 SETS VEHICLE CRADLES (ED)
5. PRIME MOVER WITH WINCH (C)
MODIFIED
COST
FACILITY
0S£
TOTAL
SPECIAL BS[ FOR
TRANSPORTATION
GRANO TOTAL
I. 30 SUPPORT STRUCTURES (N)
2. 30 RIGID COVERS (N)
FACILITY
OS£
TOTAL
3. 5 TRANSPORTERS (C) MODIFIED
4o ALGOL CRADLE ROLL CAPABILITY
(N)
5. INSULATED FLOOR FOR TRANS-
PORTER (N)
6° 30 ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS (N)
7. PRIME MOVER WITH WINCH (C)
MODIFIED
FACILITY
eSE
TOTAL
|° 5 TRANSPORTERS (C)
Z. ZS TRANSPORTERS WITH CRADLES
(Eo)
3. PRIME MOVER(c)
FACILITY
QSE
TOTAL
FIGURE 9 FACILITY/EQUIPMENT COST COMPARISONMATRIX
| 900 000
.3900 000
t4 000 600
t0 600 ooo
|1 300 000
I 000 000
_Z 300 000
900 000
2 490 OOp
_3,,300 000
|1 300 OOO
Z 300 000
|3 600 000
Vlaunch dates. Working against a launch schedule on a single vehicle basis often
entails rapid acceleration or deceleration of operations to maintain schedule
and results in undesirable manpower loading. Some programs may even
require reaction time faster than the factory can respond. Likewise, un-
scheduled maintenance jeopardizes schedules and causes peaks in work loads.
A storage facility provides an "accumulator effect" and relieves these
schedule pressures.
In like manner, the addition of the storage function to the existing
processing flow increases the quantity of field operations wherein the trans-
ferring of vehicles to and from a storage complex is not now performed. The
field operation is sized for a one vehicle per month launch capability from
each site and is also scheduled as required to meet established launch dates.
Here again working against a launch schedule on a single vehicle basis
causes uz!balanced work loads and denies the field crew operational flexibility.
It can be said that as the launch rate increases, schedule pressures
increase, creating the need for operational flexibility.
The proposed storage system achieves the stated operational goals at
reasonable initial cost and virtually no recurring cost as the bette_ utilization
of manpower and resources tend to offset the additional operations.
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3.3 TASK I!I DETERMINE OTHER VEHICLE APPLICABILITY
3.3.1 Introduction
The objective of Task III is to examine other solid propellant launch
vehicles in the NASA inventory to determine the feasibility of storing them
in the same complex as that developed in Task I, Concept Z for Scout. The
vehicles examined and their vital statistics are compared with those of the
Scout vehicle in figure 13. Components examined with the respective
vehicles are identified as follows:
C OMPONENTS PAR T NUMB ER S V EHIC LE
Timer 1060-10G-IST-SPDT NIKE Tomahawk
1060-10G-60T-SPDT
Ledex Assembly D-00435 NIKE Tomahawk
Safe/Arm Relay TL 17D Pacemaker
Timer 1060-8E-90T-6SPDT Pacemaker
Timer 1060-5G-90T-3SPDT Javelin
I060-5E- IST-ZSPDT
Pressure Switch ES 4-5 Javelin
Vega Beacon Z07C Pacemaker
Pressure Switch Assy. 076646 As_obee 1500
Such things as system checks, physical characteristics, and tempera-
ture and humidity requirements have been examined to determine their
adaptability to the Scout storage concept. Component storage and opera-
tional requirements for each individual vehicle were reviewed but were not
studied in depth. No exact length of storage time or amount of system
monitoring required for each vehicle has been determined. It is not the
intention herein to determine the optimum storage method for these vehicles
but rather to assure that there is at least one concept which is suitable,
feasible, and acceptable.
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3.3.2 Storage Constraints
The components and assemblies for these vehicles do not have storage
constraints imposed by either a spares shelf life program or specifications.
Assemblies are currently being held in various storage conditions prior to
vehicle assembly, and storage time is contingent upon Engineering judgment
and program requirements. No components, assemblies or systems were
identified which might not adapt to long term storage. No constraint is
imposed by checkout requirements and in most cases, particularly the
smaller vehicles, checkout is accomplished subsequent to vehicle assembly
on the launcher using blockhouse and/or portable equipment. Although all
components are not readily accessible for corrective maintenance while in
the assembled vehicle configuration, the number of components in this
category are few and offer no storage constraints. Further, from an opera-
tional viewpoint it appears impractical to store the small vehicles in an
assembled vehicle configuration where less time is required for build up
on the launcher than would be required to remove the assembled vehicle from
storage and transport it to the launcher.
3.3.3 Requirements
3.3.3.1 Facility - The storage concept conceived to meet the require-
ments for a Scout vehicle, the largest and most complicated solid vehicle
presently in the NASA inventory, will meet or exceed the environmental
storage requirements of all the other vehicles considered herein. None of
the vehicles considered, either singularly or combined, constitute an
explosive class in sufficient quantity as to require more clear distance than
that prescribed for the Scout storage complex. With a storage envelope per
vehicle of I0 feet x i0 feet x 75 feet and a maximum gross weight capacity
of 16 000 pounds supported by any one cradle, the complex has the capacity
to accept any of the other solid propellant launch vehicles. In some in-
stances, two of the smaller vehicles can be accepted in the available
storage envelope.
3.3.3.2 Ground Support Equipment- In addition to the ground support
equipment now on inventory for the various solid propellant launch vehicles
and the proposed GSE for Task I, Concept 2 complex, the following ground
support equipment is required:
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a. Lowboy transporter, a 50 foot long, commercially available,
lowboy transporter modified to accept Scout cradles on rails
at a height compatible for mating vehicle to the launcher
horizontal boom.
b. 4000A Airlog dolly, GFE.
c. 3500 Airlog dolly adapter, GFE.
d. 3500 Airlog dolly adapter pad, a "V" shaped bracket with formed
cushion support attached to the open end of the "V".
e. Scout cradle adapter, a curved hard-rubber pad which mounts in
the Scout cradle assembly to adapt the cradle to the diameter of
the motor to be supported. (Cradles available with storage
complex. )
f. Restraint, required on large vehicles to hold the vehicle securely
in the cradles. A set of two is required for each large vehicle
during transport and storage operations.
g. Transfer tie bar, required to locate and hold cradles together
during roll transfer operations of vehicles with drag separated
stages.
This equipment is depicted in _igures 14 and 15.
One problem area was encountered in the roll transfer operation
between the lowboy transporter for these vehicles and the storage support
structure for the Scout vehicle. The centerline of the Scout vehicle is I00
inches above ground level to mate with its launcher while these vehicles
are only 80 inches above ground level to mate with their launcher. This
then means that to accomplish the transfer operation for storage, the trans-
porter level for these vehicles must be adjusted to meet the rails on the
Scout support structure or the rails adjusted to meet the transporter level.
Several solutions are possible. To have the storage support rails fixed, one
solution could be to use a ramp or ramps in front of any given bay in the
storage complex. The lowboy transporter would then be low enough for mat-
ing vehicles to the horizontal boom of the launcher and the ramp would raise
the height of the transporter sufficiently to allow for mating with the storage
complex rails. Another solution could be to modify the Scout transporter
so that the wheel carriage assembly could be removed with reasonable ease.
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This would allow the transporter to be lowered below its existing limits to
mate with the lower launch boom structure for vehicles other than Scout. A
third solution could be to raise the horizontal boom of the launcher for these
vehicles. Another solution, perhaps the best, could be to provide adjustable
height rails for the storage support structure. Without the benefit of a
trade study, this method is used in the ensuing discussion and is shown in
figure 15.
3.3.4 Storage of Large Vehicles
For the purposes of this study, a large vehicle is defined as a solid
launch vehicle which weighs more than 8000 pounds and/or is comprised of
three or more stages.
In order to store a large vehicle, the following ground support equipment
would be utilized: a lowboy transporter, Scout cradles with cradle adapters
as required for buildup and storage, and a set of restraints.
Preparation for vehicle buildup would consist of arranging for use of
a lowboy transporter, installing the correct number of cradles on the
transporter, and changing cradle adapters as necessary to obtain adaptation
to vehicle motor diameter(s). It would also be necessary to adjust the height
of the storage bay rails to the height of the lowboy transporter rails.
If the vehicle were larger than 44 inches in diameter, special cradles
could be designed with new insertable adapters to accommodate the increased
diameter, but as long as the vehicle would fit within the previously described
storage envelope, the storage concept could be applied.
Once the vehicle had been built up and checked out on the lowboy
transporter, the vehicle, less the payload section would be transported to
the storage facility. The transporter would be backed up to the rails in
the bay of the storage facility and the transporter and facility rails locked
together. The winch in the bay would then be connected to the storage yoke
assembly. With cradle wheels unlocked, the vehicle and cradles are then
roll transferred from the transporter rails onto the facility rails.
Once the storage period was terminated, as determined by launch needs,
the process for loading the vehicle into the storage bay would be reversed for
loading the vehicle onto the transporter. The transporter would then be used
to take the vehicle to the launch pad and to support the vehicle until it was
mated with the launcher. Once the vehicle was mated with the launcher, the
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adjustable cradles would be lowered to allow the launcher to support the full
weight of the vehicle. The transporter could then be removed from the pad
area and made ready for use with another vehicle. The payload could be
mated with the vehicle at this time to complete vehicle assembly.
3.3.5 Storage of Small Vehicles
For the purposes of this study, a small vehicle is defined as a solid
launch vehicle which weighs less than 8000 pounds and is comprised of less
than three stages.
It is possible and in most cases desirable to process the small vehicles
in exactly the same way as the larger vehicles; however, other methods are
available which utilize existing GFE, i.e. , the 4000A Airlog dolly and the
3500 Airlog dolly adapter. One combination includes the 4000A Airlog dolly
and the 3500 Airlog dolly adapter with modified adapter pads; another
combination includes the 4000A Airlog dolly and Scout cradles with modified
cradle adapter pads. In each case the adapter pads are designed for buildup
and storage of specific vehicles. A tiedown is required with both the Scout
cradles and the 3500 Airlog dolly adapter to secure the vehicle during trans-
port.
Preparation for vehicle buildup would consist of arranging for use of
a 4000A Airlog dolly and installing either a 3500 Airlog dolly adapter with --
specifically designed pads or the correct number of Scout cradles with adapters
designed for the specific vehicle. With this equipment, it would not be
necessary to raise or lower the rails in the storage complex as with the
lowboy transporter since the 4000A Airlog dolly has sufficient adjustment
capabilities to use either rail height.
The method used for loading the small vehicles into and out of the
storage complex bay would be essentially the same as that used for vehicles
on the lowboy transporter except that due to the smaller size and weight, the
small vehicles would not need to be winched into the bay. Also it would be
possible to store two small vehicles on the same set of complex rails, de-
pending upon the length of the vehicles.
Once the storage period was terminated and the vehicle transported to
the launcher, the dolly would support the vehicle until it was mated with the
launcher. The cradles would be lowered or the pads of the 3500 dolly adapater
would be retracted to allow the launcher to support the full weight of the
vehicle. Once this had been accomplished, the dolly could be removed from ......
the pad area and made ready for use with another vehicle. The payload
could be mated with the vehicle at this time to complete vehicle assembly.
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3.3.6 Cost Analysis
The following is the estimated unit cost of the additional ground support
equipment required to allow vehicles other than Scout to use the proposed
storage complex:
Lowboy transporter $ 25000 each
3500 Airlog dolly adapter pads $ Z000 per set
Scout cradle adapters $ 500 each
Restraints $ I000 per set
Tie bars $ 200 per set
4000A Airlog dolly GFE
3500 Airlog dolly adapters GFE
Scout Cradles (available with storage complex)
A storage complex specifically acquired for these vehicles would have
the same basic requirements as those prescribed in Task I for a 30 vehicle
storage complex for Scout. However, due to the physical size and propellant
composition of these vehicles the storage complex size can be reduced
resulting in a 159 to Z0% reduction in facility cost. To this can be added the
required AGE selected from the above unit cost data to determine the ROM
cost of a storage complex specifically for the other vehicles in NASA inventory
excluding Scout. It is readily apparent that the greatest advantage lies in .....
joint occupancy by increasing the utilization and decreasing the per vehicle
acquisition cost of the complex.
While feasibility has been the main concern, cost effectiveness has not
been fully developed. Existing launch requirements coupled with vehicle
simplicity do not indicate ready storage of these vehicles to be highly
beneficial; however, full recognition of the benefits which might be avail-
able with storage capability is attainable only through further amplification
and definitization of customer operational and storage requirements.
....."_'" " 5L;-._K NOT FIU'&ED.
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4.0 CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing analysis, it is concluded that storage for
extended periods of time for solid propellant vehicles such as Scout and
others in the NASA inventory is both feasible and practical.
To implement the storage concept conceived in this study for Scout,
the following recommendations are submitted:
a. Scout vehicle processing flow involving storage should encompass
four periods of storage between the completion of manufacturing
and vehicle launch. Three levels of vehicle assembly should
be employed during the storage periods.
The total accumulated time in these controlled storage conditions
can total 36 months or more.
b. The recommended storage container is a fixed container consisting
of an environmentally controlled prefabricated steel building with
steel frame supports onto which the vehicle is roll transferred for
storage.
C. Vehicle processing in the field should utilize the existing Assembly
and Checkout Facilities in conjunction with the storage complex.
d. The total number of vehicles in process, including storage, at a
launch site should not exceed the planned annual launch rate. Based
on the existing and projected launch rates, the desired operational
flexibility is attainable with a four vehicle capacity storage complex
at each launch site.
eo The major portion of the total storage time should be accumulated
in a disassembled transition level configuration. To obtain the
desired operational goals and remain consistent with the existing
checkout philosophy, the aggregate time for vehicle processing at
a launch site; i.e., receipt of vehicle subassemblies through launch,
should be limited to 14 months. Based on the existing knowledge and
experience, the "Ready Hold" storage period should be limited to
6 months; and within the 14 month field time, only two "Ready Hold"
periods of maximum length should be allowed. At the end of the
second period, the vehicle should be assigned another payload,
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recycled through "Ready Checkout", and launched prior to the
expiration of the allowable field processing time. Vehicles remain-
ing in the field for periods in excess of the 14 months should be up-
dated by incorporating outstanding modifications and recertified.
f. A more versatile method for programming the flight profile should
be developed.
go A test program should be initiated aimed at improving the storage
characteristics of the Reaction Control System, particularly in
the area of hot motor firing requirements, tank bladders and
500 pound motor/valve assemblies.
h° A modified inspection should be developed to inspect rocket motors
prior to use which have been in storage over 90 days or the require-
ment waived.
i° The necessity for the use of preservation fluid in the hydraulic system
should be evaluated.
The other vehicles in the NASA inventory, having less demanding
storage requirements than Scout, are readily adaptable to a storage system
conceived for Scout. Mixing these vehicles with Scout in a common storage
complex is not only compatible but desirable; since the increase in utilization
will decrease the per vehicle acquisition cost of the complex.
The selected storage concept defined herein identifies a feasible
storage system that satisfies the recognized requirements and is consistent
with the basic checkout and operational philosophy established for Scout,
thus assuring flight hardware in a satisfactory condition at lift off. A four
vehicle capacity storage complex could be attained within 6 months from go
ahead and at a cost of approximately $450 000. It is, therefore, recommended
that the full usefulness of the storage capability deemed feasible by this
study be pursued through the further definitization of the manufacture -
storage - launch requirements leading to the acquisition of the optimum
storage complex.
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REQUIREMENT ALLOCATION SHEETS
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TIME LINE SHEETS
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SCGPE
This is a trade study to select the grou_ing of Scout vehicles at a
storage site with 30 vehicle capacity.
FUNCTIOKAL AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
_Le Clear area must c_ly with the quantity-distamce tables of
the ___M.127-!G0 Explosive _'_"" _ ..... .. ,_N_nual, (ref )
be Facility cost to be a minimum and is to consider the cost of
land acquisition.
DISCUSSION
The assembled first three stages of a Scout vehicle have a "'l'Ifr
Equivalent" of 17_242poundsof class 7 explosive (50%for_ol
propellant, 50%for Castor prolmllant, and lO0%forX259 propellant).
Five groupings of 30 vehicles were selected varying from one group
of 30 to I0 groups of 3. _e clear distance requirements for both
a barricaded and an un-barricaded storage facility were determined using
the quantity-distance tables of the AFM 127-100 Explosive Safety Manual.
A plot of the groups versus clear distance is sho_m below.
TEach storage grou_ requires site work a_ facility Imstallation and
construction; consequently, it is dmsirable to have the number of gro_
_ j
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The least clear radius required for stor_ of 30 vehicles is 1,900 _t
for a barricaded c_lax using 8 _, or 3,400 feet for an umbarri-
caded complex using 9 groups.
Any increase in the number of groups requires acquisition of additional
land a_d additional facilities. A reduction in the number of groups requires
acquisition of additional land but less facilities.
Stora@e groups of six increases the clear radius requirements for both type
complexes by o_ i00 feet. _ for a barricaded site, a 25% reduction
in storage groups increases the clear area required by I_; and for an
umbarrica_ed site_ a 33% _ rmd_ti_ results in a clear area increase
of 6%. By further reduc_ the group to 3, or an a_roxlmte 65_ grm_img
From this it is apparent that unless land is res_i_v available am_ at low
costt storage grou_ of six provide the overall lowest cost for facilities
and land acquisition.
CONCLUSION
From the foregoing discussion, the storing of 6 groups of 5 vehicles each
is determined to be the optimum storage grouping arrangement.
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i. SCGPE
This trade study presents an evaluation of a central emergency generator
vs. individual portable generators at each building for furnishing
emergency power to the Storage Site.
2. FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL HEQ_S
ao
........... ' ................ ' p_er to _rate the
....+_ in the .....+ of a po_er _ _-_=°÷_-_/_ conditioning _
be Emergency generator should be in operation within four hours of
a power failure.
Ce Electrical capacity of the unit should be sufficient to operate
all envirommental control units at maximum capacity.
de Emergency generator must comply with the safety requirements
of: AFM127-100, Explosive Safety Manual, AMCR 385-224, Air
Material Command Safety Manual, and OPS-5, _mnunition Ashore,
Handling, Storing, and Shipping.
. DISCUSSION
Consideration was given to a portable stand-by power generator for each
storage building versus a central emergency generator station. The
portable unit consists of a diesel powered generator mounted on a 4
wheeled trailer. It requires manual starting and frequent checks by an
operator while it is in operation; the fuel supply is sufficient for a
few hours operation. The portable generator has a metal cover that
cannot withstand long term outside storage. Its unit cost is $12,000
and a total cost for the storage site of $_72,000.
The central unit includes a diesel powered generator, and power switch
board enclosed in a light const_cted building. It can be set for
automatic operation such that it will immediately start and assume
the electrical load in case of a power failure. Ln addition, it has an
exercise circuit such that the unit will run 30 minutes every day to
verify proper operation as well as operate the equipmenm for increased
reliability. The generator can operate more than a day on a tank of
fuel and does not require an operator; however, periodic checks should
be made to verify proper operation. The central emergency generator
would be located outside the storage area and therefore could not be
classified as a safety hazard. Total cost for this installation is $80,000.
OF
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4. COMPARISON MATRIX
Functional Central
Re quirement s Unit
Portable
Unit
i. Cost $80,000
2. Reliability
3. Safety
4. Maintenance
5. Operation
$72,000
Daily automatic operation
protected from exposure
Operation depends on
maintenance crew exposed
to elements
Located out of the storage
area
Internal combustion engine
operated within storage area
5. CGNCIL_ION
One unit to maintain larger
and more complex
Six units to maintain
Automatically operate in case Must be manually started
of power failure with operator surveillance
Will run days on a tank of fuel Will run an hour on a tank
of fuel
Unit may be used elsewhere
when storage site is not
filled
The many operating advantages of a central emergency generator out weigh
its 10% greater cost, therefore a central unit should be used for stand-
by electrical power at the storage site.
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1.0
This is a trade study to select the optimum fixed container for storing
assembled Scout vehicles for 2 to B years.
2.0 Functional and Technical Requirements
(a) The container must be able to receive an assembled Scout vehicle by the
roll transfer method.
(b) It must comply with the safety requirements of the Explosive Safety
Menus!, AFM 127-!00 (ref 3)-
(c) It must be capable of long Term outside storage -_"ith minimum maintenance.
(d) It must protect the vehicle from vermin end the elements; rain, salt
spray end blo_[ng sand.
(e) It must be sufficiently insulated to prevent rapid loss of conditioned
air in the event of an air conditioning unit failure and to prevent
excessive co_t for maintaining environmental control. The "U" factor
(BTU/Hr-/Ft-_/°F) should be -B or lower.
3-0 Discussion
Fixed containers for holding vehicles as considered herein range from the
box, carton or crate type to the building warehouse type.
Five materials for container construction were considered.
i. Inflatable structure
2. Plastic envelope
3- Wood
4. Metal
5. Masonry
3.1 Inflatable Structure
The inflatable structure is made from flexible coated fabric that forms a
balloon-like envelope which is supported and stabilized by maintaining a small
pressure differential within the enclosure. To maintain the pressure differential,
red--udsunt inflation blowers are pro;_ded and constant su._,eillance of the structure
and inflation equipment is necessary.
Once the inflatable st_cture or "air shelter" is erected, access must be
accomplished through an airlock. The airlock required for an assembled Scout
vehicle would equal the length of the storage building. The airlock could be
removed and replaced when needed or the "air shelter" could be erected over the
ORIGINATOR
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vehicle after it is prepared for storage. However, either operation will require
an eight man erection crew a full day to accomplish it.
The thin fabric skin of the "air shelter" provides poor vehicle protection ar_
insulation c2_racteristics. Its initial cost is low; however, its maintenance
cost is excessive. The "air shelter" serves best as a quickly assembled,
tem_raz-j t_ype structure. _re than one vehicle may be stored in an air shelter
with moderate savings; however, an airlockmust be used.
3.2 Plastic Envelope
The stored vehicle is sprayed with a liquid asphalt based material] which
hardens and forms a waterproof protective cover. TT,is material has very little
insulating properties, requirirg that a frame work of insulating material be
built over the vehicle before the envelope is applied.
The plastic envelope must be sprayed at 70°F and 60_ relative humidity
necessitating a spray building large enough to accommodate an assembled Scout.
This dictates that the vehicle be cocooned on the transporter or on a special
portable storage stand. The operation of "cocooning" a vehicle requires 4 men
two days.
Once covered, the cocoon must be cut away for vehicle accessibility and
then reapplied. Unit cost for the spray envelope is low; howeverj the initial
cost of the spray facility makes this t)_e of container expensive unless many
hundreds of applications are made.
Cocoon type storage provides poor protection for the vehicle from the
elements and wild life.
3.3 Wood
A frame container or building has low initial cost. It requires infrequent
maintenance, provides fair vehicle protection, and insulation may be added to
give it good insulating characteristics. Though the Explosive Safety Manual,
AFM 127-i00, (ref 3_ does not forbid frame structures for explosive \
storage, they should be avoided. Frame structures are classified as temporary
because of their relatively short life expectancy. Multiple vehicle storage
can be accommodated in a frame structure with substantial savings.
3.4 Metal
A metal container would require special design and this expense would
eliminate it from consideration. There are many prefabricated metal buildings
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available which can be considered as _llllng the re_alrements for a vehicle
container and it is this type building tb_t will be considered. Considerable
savings may be realized by increasing the building size to provide multiple
vehicle storage.
Metal/styrofoam sandwich-constructed prefab buildings have excellent heat
transfer characteristics; with baked on enamel finishes for long service life
and low maintenance. They may be dismantled and used elsewhere if the need
arises. Once the building requirements are defined, the building faoricator
will provide the necessar_j architect and engineering i_ormation as pax of the
purchase price.
3.5 Masonry
A storage container or buildings of concrete or cinder block or brick is
rugged and long lasting, requiring m_n_ maintenance. It is fireproof but has
only fear heat transfer characteristics. Construction costs are the same or
slightly lower than a prefabricated building of the same size, depending on
the locale. All architect and engineering information mnst be provided.
3.6 Multiple Vehicle Storage
As recommended by Trade Study 001, storage of vehicles in groups of five
is ideal. Multiple storage is not possible for the cocoon type storage;
however, in the other cases investigated cormiderable savings may be realized by
enlarging the storage container to accommodate five vehicles. While a vehicle
is being placed in a storage container or building, the other vehicles sharing
the storage building are exposed to ambient conditions. This is not considered
a problem as long as the vehicle being stored has the same, or more severe,
temperature limitations since it is exposed for a greater length of time.
In considering fixed containers, it should be _nderstood that a single vehicle
fixed or roll transferable container must be designed and fabricated whereas a
building for one or more vehicles can be obtained with little or no design costs
involved and some of the fabrication completed. A building as the fixed container
is therefore considered to be the more practical approach.
3.7 Comparison Matrix
The following mtrix presents a comparison of the characteristics of the
materials considered.
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4.0 Conclusion
Based on the foregoing analysis, it is concluded that a metal prefabricated
building of sufficient size for multiple Scout vehicle storage be utilized as
the storage container.
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The purpose of this study is to determine the optimum method for transfer of
an assembled Scout from the transporter to a storage stand.
2.0 Functional and Technical Requirements
!) The transfer operation should not impose any excessive loads on the
vehicle.
_ of the
_) it should conF_ly ""_ _ _p!osive Safety-_ e safety ..... _..... +_
Manual, AFM 127-100.
3) This operation should require no more than 8 men 4 hours to complete.
3.0 Discussion
Two methods of assembled vehicle transfer from the Scout transporter to the
storage stand are considered: a hoisting operation and roll transfer.
3.i Vehicle Hoisting
This method involves maneuvering the transporter/vehicle into the storage
area arA alor_ side the vehicle storage container. Using a mobile cran_the roof
of _e container is removed or folded back. A large tNdss-t_-pe strong back and
two 50-ton capacity mobile cranes are used for the vehicle hoistir_ operation.
This operation requires eight men six hours.
The strong back is a 15,000 pound steel truss type structure which attaches
to the vehicle in the same manner as the Mark II launcher. A large pad area is
needed for the hoisting operation to accommodate the mobile cranes. Two are
required to prevent swinging about the pitch axis because of the high moment of
inertia of the vehicle. The load size and the acute angle of the crane boom
durina the hoisting operation require their having a capacity of 50 tons. The
roof of the container must be removed to provide access to the storage stand when
hoisting or lowering the vehicle.
3.2 Roll Transfer
This technique requires maneuvering the transporter/vehlcle guided by vee-
rails to close alignment in an end-to-end position in relation to the storage
support structure. Roll transfer is accomplished by using two 5000 pound capa-
city _nches, a traveling one permanently located in storage facility and the
other temporarily attached to transporter, to roll the Scout resting on its
cradles onto the storage stand in the same manner as the 4th stake is mted to
ORIGINATOR
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to the vehicle in Procedure 6-3-i0 of the Scout Standard Procedures. This
operation requires six men _ hours.
The existing Scout transporters must be modified for this operation by
adding rollers to the first stage cradles, adding pad to accept winch at forward
end of transporter, and extending the transporter cradle rails to the aft end
of the transporter.
3- 3 Comparison
_e hoist transfer operation requires more time, facilities and GSE than
roll transfer. The hoisting operatlonmust be accomplished under ideal weather
conditions by experienced operators. It is less safe and more likely to
impose excessive loads to the Scout vehicle thsn roll transfer.
4.0 Conclusion
It is reco_lended that assembled Scout vehicles be transferred from the
vehicle transporter to the storage stand by the roll-transfer method.
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1.0
This is a trade study to select an environmentally controlled mover for an
assembled Scout while stored on a transporter.
2.0 Functional and Technical Requirements
a) The cover must comply with the safety requirements of the Explosive
Safety _nual, _ 127-100.
b ) It must be capable of long term outside storage with minimum maintenance.
c) It must protect the vehicle from vermin and the elements; rain, salt
spray and blowing sand.
d) Cover removal or replacement must be accomplished without exposing the
vehicle to the elements longer than four hours.
e ) The container must be sufficiently insulated to prevent rauid loss of
conditioned air in the event of an air conditioning unit failure and to
prevent excessive cost for maintaining environmental control. The '_"
factor (BTU/Hr./Ft.2/°F) should be .3 or lower.
3.0 Discussion
3.1 The rigid cover is a box-like str_cture with an open bottom and supported by
six adjustable castor Jacks. This container is manually rolled over the vehicle
and attached to the transporter to form a weather tight enclosure. The trans-
porter must be modified to add an insulated floor at the transporter walkway and
latching provisions for attaching the container to the transporter. The cover
contains a heating/air conditioning system with internal ducts for distribution.
The cover installation requires eight men two hours.
The cover is fabricated from metal/styrofoam sandwich material which has
excellent heat transfer characteristics, U = 0.1 and baked on enamel finish
for long service life and low maintenance. The metal cover will provide excellent
vehicle protection throughout the storage life. Since it attaches to the trans-
porter it can be installed in the checkout buildir_ to provide enviro_ental
portection for the vehicle during transportation.
There is no existing design for this type cover, consequently design and
fabrication will be expensive. Transporter modifications will require additional
design and the modification will add 1,800 pounds to the total weight. A
container storage area must be provided when they are not in use; the vehicle
ooTo iApov IoAoEi F1 2
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storage area or amy convenient outside location would suffice. The container will
be designed with doors for vehicle accessibility in certain areas or the cover can
be easily removed for compleZe accessibility.
3.2 _ cocoon cover is formed when a vehicle/transporter that is ready for
storage is sprayed with a liquid asphalt based material which hardens and forms
a waterproof protective cover. The material has very poor insulating properties
requiring that a frame work of insulating material be placed around the vehicle
before the cocoon is applied.
The plastic envelope must be sprayed at 70°F and 60_ relative h_ddity
necessitating a spray building large enough to accommodate a Scout on its
transporter. The cocooning operation requires _ men 2 days. Once covered, the
cocoon must be cut away for vehicle accessibility and then reapplied. Unit cost
for the spray envelope is low; however, the initial cost of the spray facility
makes this type container expensive unless many hundreds of applications are made.
3.3 The rigid cover provides a more permanent storage cover. It offers better
protection to the vehicle both while in storage and during transportation. In
addition vehicle accessibility is readiiy a_iable.
The cocoon enclosure does not require _ny design, has a low ir_tallation
cost; however, the high maintenance cost, short useful life and poor vehicle
accessibility offset this advantage.
4.0 Conclusion
From this analysis it is recommended that a rigid cover be used for Scout
storage on the transporter.
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1.0 Scope
This trade study presents a comparison of storing assembled Scouts on their
transporters or on a specially designed support stand.
2.0 Functional and Technical Requirements
a) The storage stand must be of sufficient strength to support an assembled
Scout with a safety factor of 4 as required by Military Standard
F_L-S-S51_.
b) It must be able to receive _n assembled Scout by the roll transfer method.
c ) The storage device must not require maintenance or repair during a three
year storage period.
d) Placing the vehicle in storage should not expose it to the elements
longer than four hours.
3.0 Discussion
3.1 Storage of an assembled Scout vehicle on the existing transporter poses no
problems. The transporter has as its limiting structural design requirement, air
trs_portation of an assembled Scout; this is a much more severe lo_ing condition
than static storage. Construction of the transporter is such that no maintenance
or repair would be necessarD" durir_ the storage period.
Positioning vehicle in the storage is straight for_mrd and for the
purpose of this comparison can be considered as not requiring any time.
3.2 The Scout storage stand consists of two vertical trusses 70 inches high
and positioned 48 inches apart and bolted to the storage pad. Each is capped with
the same type rails that are used on the transporters for supporting the vehicle
cradles. _men not used for storing assembledScouts, the rails may be removed
and the cleared area used for storage at the transition level.
The vehicle/transporter is aligned with the storage stand end the vehicle, 'I
resting on its support cradles, is roll transferred onto the stand using two 5,000 1
pound capacity winches, one handling v_nch and one portable _nch. The cradle loak_
are set end the vehicle can remein in this position until required for launch. The!
roll transfer operation requires 6 men h hours to complete.
The storage stand is made from a standard steel section of the type used
in heavy construction and made from extruded steel ar_les welded together. These
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sections are low cost, readily available and require no maintenance. In order to
accomplish roll transfer, the existing transporters must be modified by adding
rollers Brad rail locks to the first stage cradles, adding pad to accept winch
assembly, and extending the transporter cradle rails to the aft end of the trans-
porter. One additional set of cradles is required for each storage stand. The
five existing transporters are sufficient to support this storage concept for
up to 15 vehicles.
3-3 Storage of assembled vehicles on the Scout transporter requires the least
vehicle handling. No new design or special tcc_uiques are required; however,
one additior_l transporter is required for each stored vehicle.
Storage on the specially const_acted stand requires a _oderate amount of
new design to modify the existing transporters and to develop the roll transfer
system. The five existing transporters would require modification and one set
of cradles would be required for each stored vehicle. In addition, two winches
must be provided at each s_orage pad; a facility wimch and & portable winch.
Based on the cost of a new transporter as beimg i0, the cost of the roll
transfer technique is as follows:
!. New design 1.2
2. Transporter modification -7 each
3. Two winches .6
4. Storage stand .6 each
_. Vehicle cradles 3.; per set.
After the existing five transporters have been used for storage, the cost for in-
creasing the storage capacity is lO.O per vehicle. Cost of storage on the storage
stand levels out at 4.1 after the first five vehicles _en the initial design and
transporter modification have been completed and the storage pad winches _aimed.
Ome transporter for each vehicle in storage is mot enough to satisfy the
various operational requirements: vehicle processing, air transport and the
return of an empty transporter st the completion of the air transport operation.
Figure iisa plot of the_nit cost factor vs. the vehicle s_orage cap_city
for both storage on the transl_rter_ the s_ora@e stand. The additional number
of trs_usporters required to support operation over and above the number required
for full capacity storage is excluded from consideration, thus providing a more
direct co-_parison for storage purposes. Figure i indicates t_t it is less
expensive to store assembled Scout vehicles on the trs_usporter only if the number
of vehicles to be s_ored is less than seven.
i
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4.0 Conclusion
Based on the foregoing analysis, it is recommended that assembled Scout
vehicles be stored on a storage stand where more than six vehicles are to be in
storage. Further, the cost differential is so great above 15 vehicles in
storage that acquisition of 2 additional transporters to support a 30 vehicle
operation is insignificant.
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This trade study report presents an evaluation of a mobile vs. a fixed check-
out cap6bility for test and surveillance of assembled Scout vehicles being stored
for extended periods ',
2.0 _ctional and Technical Requirements
a) The mobile equipment must be functionally identical to the current Scout
Standard Systems Test (S3T) equipment for checkir_ out assembled Scout
vehicles.
b) Mobile equipment must be packaged in a standard trailer that will mate
with availaole truck/tractors and will co_p_ly with the Interstate Commerce
Commission regulations.
c) Mobile van must be large enough to accommodate all the necessary equipment
and eight operators.
d) Mobile van must be environmentally controlled to 75 ° ± 3°F, with outside
temperature extremes of 20°F to lO0°F. The cooling capacity must be
adequate to cool all electronic equipment while operating at the
temperature extreme.
e) The dividing head and rate table must be mounted such that they will
receive r_ extraneous _brations.
f) The mobile checkout equipment must comply with the safety requirements
of the Explosive Safety Manual, Am_M-127-100, (ref 3)-
3.0 Discussion
3.1 Mobile Checkout Capability
One method of accomplishing checkout of stored assembled vehicles is to provid
mobility of the present Scout equipment. This mobile capability would allow trans-
porting the test equipment to each vehicle storage location for test s_nd checkout.
To implament this plan the existing electronic test equipment in the assembly
area would require installation in a test van. Approximate size of the van
required would be 50 feet x A feet. Air conditioning, _o ..... _, ...........
power distribution support systems would be required in the van.
T%le present J-box/cable plant in the assembly area would be mounted along one
wall of the test van, with possible roll up cables to extend to Base "A" during
test.
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Additional time and hamdling operations would be required to transport and
set up items such as the hydraulic power cart, nitrogen service cart, Base "A"
28 volt power source (Christie), and the guidance test fixtures (dividing head
and rate table). The guidance test fixtures would require firm foundations to
earth reference at each vehicle location to eliminate random vibration inputs from
external sources.
This concept would require more space in the storage areas to allow position-
ing of test van and equi!_ment around the vehicle. Each storage site would require
adequate electrical services to supply power for the test e_dipment.
Potential hazard from explosion would be increased under the concepts of this
study due to each storage "pad" containing a possible five vehicles.
3.2 Permanent Location Checkout Capability
The permanent location concept for vehicle checkout makes use of existing
Scout assembly/checkout building and test equipment. The vehicle would be cycled
through the assembly building during build up, transported to the storage area,
back to the assembly building for "ready hold" checkout and possibly returned to
storage if not utilized for a mission within four to six months. Additional
transporters would be required to provide the flexibility necessary to accomplish
storage transport, ready-hold, buildup, checkout 3 and air transport capabilities
for a thirty vehicle storage site.
9ai!ding space at the storage area would be mir_imal for this method of
operation due to elimination of area required to position test equipment around the
vehicle.
This operation presents less hazardous environment during checkout (only one
vehicle) but presents possible problems during inclement weather that could delay
or halt transfer operations.
4.0 Co_mparisonMatrix
4.1 In evaluating the two methods of checkout, the following items were considered
for comparison in each technique:
a) Handling operations
b) New or modified equipment reqaired
c ) Facilities
dl SafetyReliability
f) Cost
The following matrix presents line item comparison of these parameters:
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9N/NCTION MGBILE CONCEPT CONCEPT
I. New or
Modified
Equipment
a. Require mobile equipment van,
approx. 50 ft. x 8 ft., equipped
with I0 ton air cmnditioning
ducted air system, electrical
power distribution system for
test equipment, and interior
lig_nting system.
b. l.bdification to van for test set
installation and test cable
routing.
c. Modification to van for instal-
lation of S3T cable plant and
J-boxes.
d. New or modified Griswold and Rate
Table stands for use at storage
area.
e. Cable storage bins installation
in van.
a. Two new transporters, less
cradles 3 modified for roll
transfer (assumed cradles
available per Concept 2 of
Task I, this study).
2. Handling a. Transport test van and position
Requirements in storage area.
Over Present b. Griswold and rate table position
__ow set up and aligned.
c. Hydraulic cart, N 2 pressure cart,
Christie power supply, D section
cooling air compressor transport
8_nd position in storage area.
d. J-box to vehicle cable con-
nection (J-box end only)
e. J-box to vehicle cable discon-
nect and stowage after checkout
f. Requires interruption and down
time of existing equipment for
mod. and instl.
a. Transporter make ready and
positioning for vehicle
loading.
b. Roll traz_fer vehicle to
transporter.
c. Transport vehicle to
checkout area.
d. Position vehicle in test
area.
e. Return transport and roll
transfer to storage (re-
quired for ready hold if
_c_ is not scheduled
for pad use after checkout
3. Facilities a. Additional space required at each a. Minimum space reauired for
vehicle storage location for
positionir_ test van and equip.
b. Additional electrical power ser-
vice required at each storage
pad to provide power for check-
out equipment.
each .,_4_1 _ In storage
area.
_,_r_¢_ electrical power
capacity required at each
storage pad.
c. Utilizes existir_ check-
out facility.
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4. Safety
5. Reliability
c. Cost
MOBILE CONCEPT
a. More hazardous operation due to
checkout in envirorment of
possible 5 vehicles.
a. Possible decrease in reliability
of checkout equipment due to
e_xposure to trar_portation
environment.
b. No c?mmge in vehicle reliability.
a. GSE:
Modified van with
equipment installed
b. Facilities :
Additional space in
storage building and
power capacity
c. Total
_I00,000
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a. No increase of hazard over
present operations.
a. Decrease in vehicle reli-
ability due to additional
tr&usport and roll trans-
fer operations.
b. No change in test equip-
ment reliability.
a. GSE:
Two new Transporters
less cradles $150,000
b. Facilities:
No change ---
c. Total $150,o00
As shown in the above matrix, mobile checkout capability provides more flexible
operations_ exhibits best vehicle reliability, but costs more and involves more
hazardous operations. Perms_nent checkout location costs less, creates no
additional hazardous operations, but could result in reduced reliability as
determined by the reliability comparison, Appendix G. However, unless the
Scout launch rate increases considerably over that experienced in past years,
there should be no occasion to cycle the vehicle to the storage area after
checkout for a imamch. Therefore the possibility of inducing the reduced
reliability due to excess transportation and roll transfer operations is minute.
5.0 Conclusion
Based on the foregoing analysis, it is concluded that the permanent check-
out location utilizing existing facilities is the optimum for Scout processing
until such time tb3t launch rates exceed 2.0 per month.
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SCC_E
This trade study presents an evaluation of the operational sequence
for the checkout function that is accomplished between the receipt of
the vehicle in the field and mating the vehicle to the launcher.
FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL EEQUI_NTS
a. The checkout shall assure readiness for launch
b* Capability of removing from storage a launch vehicle in
flight-ready configuration that enables direct mating to
launcher is a goal
c. Minimum pre-launch operations
do Operational flexibility
DISCUSSION
During Task I of the Scout Storage Study a functional flow diagram
was established without regard to the impact of checkout requirements.
Essentially that flow assumed that vehicle processing in the field
would comply with Standard Procedure flow through the "All System Test"
at which time the new l_reparation for storage function -_culd begin. It
further assumed that additional checks would be made during the storage
function to determine or assure the vehicles flight-worthy status. This
flow is depicted as Flow '_A".
When Task II was started, it became apparent that other sequences for the
checkout function were possible, and might be more desirable. Functional
flows B and C were developed and compared with Flow A to determine
optim_ checkout function sequence.
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H checkout HPackage for H Storage Padi I Storage HOper tions
Flow B
I In-Plant H VehicleOperations Buildup
I
(_nch Check 1
id. System .1''
It. Profile
Checkout _Package for____
i l Storage I I6
Storage _ Pad| I 0perations|
I
Flow C
Operations _ Package _ Storage Checkout
' l ' tVe cleI " [
Bench Check | I
Guid. System .|--
(Flt. Profile _ ................
Ready _ Pad 'I
I Hold l_Operations I
A basic checkout philosophy based on standard procedures has been long
sought and is now in effect. Policies established during implementation
of these procedures included the following:
In-plant, the Guidance System is adjusted at the bench level to establish
base line quantitative data. This data is then verified at the system
level at both Dallas and the field. When a problem is encountered at
system level the system is returned to the bench level. A change in
flight profile effecting both Timer and Progrmmmer requires the system
to be returned to Dallas for rewire and recheck at bench level.
Since this policy has not been disproved to date, it is applied in this
study.
Lead time for finalization of the flight profile, set up and bench check
of Guidance System has been a problem that will become greater with long
term storage. The later the flight profile can be wired and checked
out, the greater the operational flexibility.
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In each of these flows it has been assumed that the flight profile will
not be known at time of Dallas check out and that a test profile will
be used. Flow A & B require checkouts prior to storage. A checkout
at this point will assure that the vehicle system's integrity has not
deteriorated as a result of shipment and/or buildup and that the
systems are flight-worthy at the beginning of the storage period. For the
vehicle to be capable of being removed from storage in a flight worthy
condition and moved directly to the pad, the flight profile must be
known at this time or must be configured and checked out later during
the storage period. Ass,__ing the flight profile is not ._mown, checkout
can be accomplished with the same test profile used at Dallas. A systems
checkout capable of verifying previous checkouts requires the guidance
components as system verification without them omits enough of the total
vehicle integrity to make checkout impractical. Vehicles shipped with
guidance c_onents set up with test profile must have these components
cycled back to Dallas for flight profile and bench check if present
philosophy is continued. Installation of flight profile and bench check
by field crews would eliminate this recycling. The former requires
additional handling, shipping and process time; the latter contradicts
the established philosophy and will not provide Dallas base-line data
for field checks. In both instances the additional operations degrade
vehicle reliability as shown in reliability comparisons, Appendix G.
In Flow C, Dallas checkout is accomplished with a test profile and the
guidance system components (timer, progrsmner, inverter, IRP_ PVE, rate
gyro package, and filter) removed and placed in storage in-plant.
Vehicle components shipped to the field are accumulated, assembled and
placed in storage until such time as the flight profile is finalized.
At this time the system components are removed from in-plant storage,
progrmmmer and timer set up with flight profile, entire system bench
checked and shipped to the field. On receipt in the field, the components
are installed and the total vehicle system (ignition destruct, radar beacon,
telemetry, and guidance) checked out. Flight worthy condition of the
vehicle is established at this time and the vehicle is placed in a ready
hold status. In this status the vehicle can be moved directly to the
pad for launch operations or to carrier for transport to another site.
This flow is in line with the present processing flow and philosophy.
Flight profile can be finalized as late as 30 days before launch. A
vehicle in the ready hold status is lO days from launch.
4. CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing analysis, it is concluded that Flow C will provide
the optimum sequence for the ehee_m]t flme%.4o_=
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APPENDIX E
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY LIMITS
GUIDANCE SYSTEM
COMPONENTS HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATUEE HELATIVE HUMIDITY
IEP 158 °F 32°F Sealed
M-H DGG122C3 & F1
Rate Gyro Unit 158 °F 32°F Sealed
M-H DGG188A1 & E1
Inte rvalomete r 158°F 32°F S emi-S eal
M-H D_380B2 & G1
Prograam_r 158°F 32°F Not Effected
M-H DBG87EI & J1
zm 158°F
M-H DEG211C3 & F1
Inverter 158°F 32°F 95_, 24 Hr.
M-H DSG3OA1 & E1
Servo Ampl. 158°F 32°F Sealed
M-H DEG233C1 & D1
Diode Unit 160 °F O°F Semi-Seal
M-H DDG93A1 & B1 Rain Test
Guld. Relay Box 160°F OOF Semi-Seal
M-H DBG95A1 & B1
Actuator-Hyd. 100°F 32°F Sealed
M-H DM3109C1 & D1
Body Bending Filter 158OF 32°F Sealed
DAG69A1 & B1
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TELEMETEY SYSTEM
COMPONENTS
Accelerometer
A 9016-0501
A 9016-0502
LA 530250
LA _60250
Chamber Press. Switch
8G64, 8G65
Thermister
G540, G541
K749, K750
Telemetry Transmitter
TDD 101GA
TDD ZO64AN1
Junction Box Assy.
23-00_44-2
401-10005-3, -5
401-1oo09-7
401-10018-1, -9
Pressure Transducer
42517-0-4-752
42517-0-8-752
42517-0-35-752
824-TA-60-75
23-003352-1
20072_3703
2OO72537O5
890-A-60-75
Position Potentiometer
2001571101
2OO1571201
2001575801
2OO1575901
N2 Pressure Switch
6607-6-20
HIGH TEMPERATURE
160°F
160OF
160OF
160OF
160OF
160°F
160OF
160oF
LOW TEMPERATURE
OOF
OOF
OOF
OOF
OOF
o%
OOF
OOF
HELATIVE HUMIDITY
9_
9_
9_
9_
9_
9_
9_
9_
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TELEMETRY SYSTEM (Continued)
COMPONENTS
Hyd. Pressure Switch
1430-70B-51
1430-70B-244
Radar Beacon
CVMr-61B
3o2c-PA-2
C/D Receiver
MCR I05B, -3
MCR 1015C-l, -3
HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATURE RELATIVE HUMIDITY
160°F OOF 90_
16OOF -65OF
203°F -85OF
Sealed Unit
Sealed Unit
CO_ONENTS
Dest. Sys. Press
Switch
23-000356-2-1
Lower "B" Ign.
Arming Relay Assy.
23-0oo387-4
Dest. Sys. J-Box
Assembly
23-000397-4
23-0o3500-1
Lower "C" Ign.
Arming Relay Assy.
23-002068-2, -3
Relay - Leach
LR-9225-6707
Battery Assembly
Eagle-Picher
23-002588-i, -2
Lanyard Switch
23-003457-9, -lO
IGNITION/DESTRUCT AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATURE
350°F -4OOF
160OF -35OF
176°F -67OF
HELATIVE HUMIDITY
95_
160 °F -35°F 95_
257OF -94o? Sealed
170OF 0OF 100%
199OF -85°F
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IGNITION/DESTRUCT AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEM (Continued)
COMPONENTS HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATUF_ _WELATIVE HUMIDITY
Lower "D" Ign. Arm
Relay Assy.
23-002564-4
160°F -35°F 95%
Rotary Switch Ignition
23-002069-6
160oF OOF 95% at 49°C
for 48 Hr.
Dest. Sys. Relay Assembly
23-oo346o-1
23-003501-1
160°F O°F 95%
PCR Box
401-10380-8
160°F O°F 95%
Connectors
Bendix - Type
PT & PC
235°F -67°? 95%
Connectors
Cannon - Type DAM,
DBM, DCM, DDM,
DEM
185°F -67°F 95%
Connectors
Deutsch - Type DB
257°F -67°F 95%
Connectors
Deutsch - Type DM
250°F -67°F 95_
Connectors
MS 25183
265°F -67°F 95%
E_
COMPONENTS
Relief Valve
1112-598943
Relief Valve
1008511
Hyd. Pump
165WE O0211
Hyd. Reservoir
17410-i
Magnetic Filter
AM 2.5-O00
Plumbing Components
Valve Assy.
cvc 42o2-3
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATURE
275°F 0OF
275°F 0OF
 5°F
275c_ OOF
275c_ OC_
275°F OOF
275°F OOF
R_ATI_E _u%ffDiTY
95_, 160°F, 6 Hrs.
95%, 160°F, 6 Hrs.
95%, 160°F, 6 Hrs.
95%, 160°F, 6 Hrs.
95%, 160°F, 6 Hrs.
95%, 160°F, 6 Hrs.
95%, 160°F, 6 Hrs.
COMPONENTS
H202 Tank Assy.
WK 892710
WK 892711
N2 Relief Valve
WK 873323
N2 Tank Assembly
23-003322-1, -2
H202 Relief Valve
23-003321-1
H202 Deeom. Chamber
WK 892975
40 Lb. R Motor Assy.
23-002858-21
500 Lb. R Motor Assy.
23-003288-5
REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATURE
160OF 2OOF
16OOF OOF
160OF 0OF
160OF 20OF
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
95%
95%
95%
160OF 20OF 95%
160OF 20OF 95%
16°°? 20°F 95%
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HEACYION CONTROL SYSTEM (Continued)
COMPONENTS HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATURE
N 2 Ref S/D Valve 160°F OOF
MAGH 225324-1, -2
N2 Charge Valve 275OF 20OF
SXM 56138
H202 Fill Valve 160OF 20OF
SYM 46154
H202 Bleed Valve 160OF 20OF
SYM 46254
REG N2 Valve 275OF 2OOF
_ 46354
Insulation Blanket 1200OF -300oF
TMH 209H-23924
14 Lb. - 3 Lb. 160°F 20°F
Motor Assembly
23-002848-19
2 Lb. Motor Assembly 160OF 20OF
23-002856-6
Thrust Reduction 160OF 20OF
Valve
MAGH 210753
VEHICLE ROCKET MOTOR8 AND STRUCTURE
COMPONENTS HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATURE
Vehicle Structure 160°F -24OF
F_qATIVE HUMIDITY
95_
Moisture
Resistant
95_
95_
95%
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
Not
Effected
E-8
ALGOL MOTOR AND COMPONENTS
C_)MPONENTS HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATURE
Algol Motor 90°F 50°F
383638
Algol Igniter 90°F 50°F
363931
Algol Initiator 90°F 50OF
Holex 3184
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
COMPONENTS
Castor Motor
R42223
Castor Igniter
R41728
Castor Initiator
M-124
Mod 1
CASTOR MOTOR AND COMPONENTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATUEE RELATIVE HUMIDITY
llO°F 30OF 40_
llO°F 30OF
llOOF 30OF 40_
ANTARES MOTOR AND COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS HIGH TEMPERATURE LOW TEMPERATURE
Antares Motor 90OF 50°F
2594-1-02-0001
Antares Igniter 90°F 50°F
259A-2-05 -0001
Antares Initiator 90°F 50OF
SD6OED
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
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APPENDIX F
I_ATING AND COOLING LOAD CALCULATIONS
Calculations for heating and cooling loads anticipated for various
concepts were based on the following extreme ambient conditions:
1. Low Temperature: -lO °F
2. High Temperature: llO °F
3- Relative Humidity: 10_ to lO0_.
Assumptions made relative to all concepts considered were:
1. Allow i0_ safety factor in calculating cooling loads.
2. Allow 10_ margin for quick warm-up heating loads.
3. Container positioned for maximum solar exposure.
Design limits for controlled environment in the storage container or area:
1. Temperature: 70°F + 10°F
2. Relative Humidity: Less t-han40%
3. Heat Transfer Coefficient: '_" Factor = O.1 B_J/Hr./°F/Ft. 2
Concepts i and 3 Cooling:
Container Size: 63.3 Ft. Long x 6.25 Ft. Wide x 6.7 Ft. High
Sensible Heat:
Transmission: Area x '_" Factor x _ T = Heat Gain
Area =Exposed wall or roof area in Ft.2
Factor = Wall material heat transmission factor in BTU/Hr./Ft.2/°F
T = Adjusted temperature difference from inside container to
outside wall and considers outside ambient plus container
outside wall temperature increase due to solar radiation,
in °F.
East Wall:
West Wall:
South Wall:
North Wall:
Roof:
Floor:
424Ft.2 x .iB_/_r./Ft.:
424 Ft. 2 x .1 BTJ/Hr./Ft.
42 Ft.2 x .iB_/_r./Ft.
42 Ft. 2 x .1 B_/_./Ft.
396 Ft.2 x .1B_/_r./_t.
396 Ft. 2 x .i BTU/Hr./Ft.
°F x 37°F = 1569 B_J/Hr.
°F x 45°F = 1908 B_U/Hr.
°F x 55°F = 231 BTU/Hr.
°F x 30°F : 126 B_U/_r.
°F x 87°F = 3237 B_/_r.
°F x 30°F = 1188 B_IJ/Hr.
Sub_otal _ _/_.
Infiltration:
i0 CFM x 1.08 B_r'J/Hr./CI_i/°Fx 30°F =
Sub Total
F-3
CondenserFan:
1/2 _ x 2547 B_/_./_
Total Sensible Heat
Latent Heat:
Infiltration:
lO CF_ x 242 x .2 (.68)
Sub Total
Safety Factor I0_
TOTAL HEAT LOAD
Concept i, Heating:
Transmission Loss:
Area x '_" Factor x _ T = Heat Loss
1724 Ft.2 x O.l B_I_r.IFt.21°F x 80°F
Infiltration:
lO c_ x 1.o_ _l_r.lCn_l°F x 80°F
Sub Total
Safety Factor i_
TOTAL HEAT LOSS
1,274 B_J/Hr.
9,857 B_J/Hr.
= _ _/_
= _ B_/Hr.
ll, 205 BTJ/Hr.
13,792 B_/Hr.
864 B_/m:.
1.465 BTJ/Hr.
_/_
Concept 2, Cooling:
Container Size: 60 Ft. Wide x 75 Ft. Long x 20 Ft. High
Sensible Heat:
Transmission:
East Wall:
West Wall:
South Wall:
North Wall:
Roof:
120om._ x .1 _l_.lFt.21o_ x 37°F = 4,4.00B"_/I-'Ir.
12oo Ft._ x .l BTU/m'./Ft._°F x 4S°F _,400 _/m'.x
1500 Ft. 2 x • 1 B_/Hr./Ft [_/_F x 30°F 4,500 BiFd/Hr.4500 Ft. 2 x .i B_*JIHr./Ft x 87°F =_z_ B_IJ/Hr.
9_ Sub Total bl, 700 BTJ/Hr.
Infiltration:
500 C_4 x 1.08 BTU/Hr./C_M/°F x 30°F = 16,2ooB_/Hr.
Lights and Power:
lO,O00 Watts x 3.4 BTJ/Hr./Watt = 34,ooo BTJ/Hr.
F-4
Personnel:
i0 menx _'200B_J/Hr./M_u
Latent Heat:
Total Sensible Heat
Infiltration:
5oo c_ x 242 x .2 (.68)
Personnel:
l0 men x 250 B_J/Hr./Man
Total Latent Heat
Sub Total
TOTAL HEAT LOAD
Safety Factor lO_
Concept 2, Heating:
Transmission Loss:
9,900 Ft. 2 x O.1 B_J/Hr. /Ft. 2/ OF x 80°F
Infiltration:
5oo cz_ x 1.o8 B_/Hr.Ic_I°F x 80°F
Sub Total
Safety Factor i0_
TOTAL BEAT LOSS
Concept 4, Cooling:
Building Size: 60 Ft. Wide x 90 Ft. Long x 20 Ft. High
= 113,900 B_/Hr.
= 16,430BTU/Hr.
= 2,50o B_u/Hr.
= 18t93 p B_IHr.
= 132,830 BR_U/Hr.
= 13,_oB_/Hr.
= 146,110 BTU/Hr.
= 79,200 BEU/Hr.
= 43,z)o B_/Hr.
= 122,4-00 BE'd/Hr.
= 12,24o B_/Hr.
= 134,640 BTU/Kr.
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Sensible Heat:
Transmission:
2
East "_all: 1200 Ft.
West Wall: 1200 Ft. 2
South Wall: 1800 Ft. 2
North Wall: 1800 Ft.
Roof: 5400 Ft.
ii,-_o
x o.1_/_./Ft.2/°_ x .ST°F=
x o.iB_/Hr./Ft._°_ x 45°F
x O.i BI_J/Hr _°F x 30°F
x O.1 BTU/Hr >'/°F x 87°F
Sub Total
4,4oo B_/_.
5,400 _/Hr.
9,900 B_/Hr.
5,4ooB_/_.
72,0_0 BTU/Hr.
Infiltration:
500c_ x 1.o8B_/Hr./Cm/°F x 30°F = 16,20oB_J/_.
Lights and Power:
10,O00 Watts x 3.4 BTJ/Hr./Watt = 34,oooB_/_r.
Personnel:
io men x 20oB_/Hr./Man
Total Sensible Heat
= , 2_000 B_U/Hr.
= 124,280 BTU/Hr.
Latent Heat:
Infiltration:
500 CFM x 242 Gr./nb. x .2 x (.68) = 16,430 B'I"J/Hr.
Personnel:
i0 men x 250 B[l*J/Hr./Man
Total Latent Heat
Sub Total
= 2__%2225ooB_/Hr.
z43,21o B_/Hr.
Safety Factor 10%:
TOTAL _j_T GAIN
Concept 4, Heating:
Transmission:
ll,400 Ft.2 x O.l B_/Hr.IFt.2/°F x 80°F = 91,200 BE'd/Hr.
Infiltration:
5oo cmx l.O8_U/_r./CZ_/°Fx 80°F
Sub Total
Safety Factor 10%
TOTAL HEAT LOSS
= 43,2ooB_'o/Hr.
134,400 BE'd/Hr.
= 147,84oB_/Hr.
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APPENDIXG
RELIABILITYCOMPARISON
1.0 Objective
The objective of this study is to compare the reliability of the process-
ing flow that was developed for vehicles stored for long periods in the
assembled condition to the current operating method. Secondary objectives
are to show the effect of repetitive checkouts, both in place and at S3T area,
on prelaunch reliability and to show the effect of air transport on a vehicle
being processed under the proposed storage system.
2.0 Discussion
Selection of a basic storage processing technique was made by addling a
storage period between vehicle build up and systems tests in the existing
vehicle flow defined by Vol. i of the Scout Standard Procedures, (ref. 6).
This represents mtnt_,m processing required for a stored vehicle and serves
as a starti_ point for amy additional processing operations. The extreme,
or maximum vehicle stor_ge processi_ selected is a monthly system test of a
stored vehicle at the SiT area. To evaluate and con_are the two storage
operations with one another and the existing n_ie_ the most severe storage
conditions were selected as follows:
a) In-plant storage for five months
b) Assembled reac\y-hold storage for twelve months
c) Guidance program cha_e duri_ storage.
The methodology used for ccmputlmg the relative reliability of stored
vehicles versus the existing flow was taken fr_n the Feasibility Study of a
Scout Central Ordnance Complex, (ref. 2).
Operational sequence charts were made for the maximum and mln1_Im
storage processing using the above storage conditions. These charts list in
sequence all operations and activities that are necessary to accomplish
vehicle processimg. Each operation is identified by its functional block
number and title and contains a short description of the function. The exist-
ing flow, taken from the Central Ordnance Complex Stucly is updated to reflect
the in, roved reliability experienced by the Scout program. In addition,
functional block numbers and titles have been added for ease of comparison.
The existing processing flow is depicted by Case Number i. The mln1--,m
stora@e processing is depicted by Case Number 2. Maximum storage processing
is depicted by Case Number 5.
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Two other processing sequence variations are compared. The first vari-
ation adds an additional program change and an air transport operatian to the
min1..rm storage flow as depicted by Case Number S. The second variation com-
pares the effect of using portable checkout equipment_ thus allowing all
checkouts to be made in storage rather than transferring to S3T area.
Processing with portable equipment is depicted by Case Number 4_ figure 4.
An analysis of the likelihood of inducing vehicle failure by each of these
five process flows was conducted and a summary of the various cases and their
resulting prelaunch reliability factor is listed below.
Rocket mot0-r processing does not change because of assembled vehicle
storage. The reliability input data for the rocket motors was taken from the
COC Study and is included in the analysis of each of the cases.
CASE
Case I
Case 2
Csse 3
Case 4
Case 5
STORAGE DURATION
No Storage
5 Months as Transition
in Dallas
12Months Assembled
in Ready-Hold Condition
5 Months as Transition
in Dallas
12Months Assembled
in Ready-Hold Condition
5 Months as Transition
in Dallas
12Months Assembled
in Ready-Hold Condition
5 Months as Transition
in Dallas
12Months Assembled
in Ready-Hold Condition
VEHICLE OPERATIONS
Current Method of Processing
One Guidance Program Change
Two Vehicle All Systems
Checkouts
Two Guidance Program Changes
Three Vehicle All Systems
Checkouts
Air Transport to Launch Site
One Guidance Program Change
Twelve Vehicle All Systems
Checkouts Portable Equipment
One Guidance Program Change
Twelve Vehicle _ii Systems
Checkouts - Fixed Equipment
PRELAUNCH
RELIABILITY
0.951
0.944
0.932
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The Sequenceof Oerations and Reliability Input Data Charts, for
each case, identify each operation as either a non-checkout cycle (NCC)
or checkout cycle (CC) and include the probability estimates for not
inducing failure (PF), detecting failures (PD), and repairing failure (P)
as well as probability that repair of past c_eckout discrepancies did no_
induce an additional failure (PFF) and that this failure is detectable in a
later operation (PDD)"
It is emphasizedthat results and conclusions derived from this analysis
technique are only as accurate as input data estimates which are based on
Engineering judgement and experience. More significant than the absolute
value of these estimates is their relationship to one another. That is, the
relationship represented by the estimates in comparing each storage flow
to the current flow; or, in comparing one operation to another within the
sameflow is of muchgreater importance than the absolute value of each
individual estimate.
The end result of this analytical comparison of current and storage
processing flow is expressed in terms of the probability of the particular
processing flow not inducing a failure in the Scout vehicle which could result
in mission failure. The analysis assumesthat procedures and methods used in
checkout and handling in either processing flow are adequate and will reveal
all defects in componentsor systems due to manufacturing or material errors.
This technique does not evaluate whether or not the quantity and types of
testing are optimum. Also, this technique does not comparefield environment
to factory environment, nor can it comparetest equipment maintenance or
personnel capability.
Again, it is emphasizedthat this analysis only evaluates and compares
the probability of the checkout and handling induced failures which would
result in mission failure for each processing flow.
The COC(ref. 2) discusses in detail the mechanics of the analysis
technique and computer routine employed. Reference to that document should be
madeif an understanding of the equations and their logic are of interest.
For the sake of brevity, they are not included herein.
3.0 Conclusion
The reliability analysis indicated the basic storage processing to have
the highest prelaunch reliability of the four storage cases investigated. As
defined earlier, this basic processing is the existing Scout processing flow
with storage added. As storage time is reduced, the prelaunch reliability of
a stored vehicle approaches that of the existing Scout flow, 0.964. Increasing
the assembled vehicle storage time to its maximum, 14 months, and changing
the vehicle program while in storage reduces the prelaunch reliability to
0.956. _nese two cases represent maximum and minimum storage conditions so
that any stored vehicle would have a prelaunch reliability from 0.956 to
0.964.
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t"The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall be
conducted so as to contribute . . . to the expansion of human knowl-
edge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space. The Administration
shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination
of information concerning its activities and the results thereof."
--NATIONAl. AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1958
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